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We investigate representations of mapping class groups of surfaces that
arise from the untwisted Drinfeld double of a finite group G, focusing on sur-
faces without marked points or with one marked point. We obtain concrete
descriptions of such representations in terms of finite group data. This allows
us to establish various properties of these representations. In particular we
show that they have finite images, and that for surfaces of genus at least 3
their restriction to the Torelli group is non-trivial iff G is non-abelian.
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1. Introduction
Any factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra provides projective representations of mapping
class groups of compact oriented surfaces of arbitrary genus with a finite (possible empty)
collection of marked boundary circles [Ly2]. Following (part of) the literature, we refer
to such representations of mapping class groups as quantum representations. In this
paper we investigate a subset of the quantum representations obtained from the class
of factorizable ribbon Hopf algebras that consists of untwisted Drinfeld doubles of finite
groups. The aim is to concretely describe these representations in terms of finite group
data. For surfaces of genus 1 with empty boundary already much is known [KSSB,
CGR]. The corresponding quantum representations have finite image; they are in fact
permutation representations, and explicit expressions for the modular S- and T -matrices
have been obtained. Moreover, the kernel of the representation is then a congruence
subgroup of SL(2,Z) [CG, Ba2]. For higher genus surfaces with empty boundary one
can invoke the expected relation with principal bundles described in the next paragraph
to conclude that the quantum representations have finite image, and that generically
they do not factor through to the symplectic group [Ga]. For genus 0 with n marked
boundary circles it is known [ERW] that the quantum representations have finite image,
and that the representations constructed from the double of a finite p-group factor
through a p-group.
Let G be a finite group and DG its (untwisted) Drinfeld double over an algebraically
closed field k. For k=C it is generally expected that the quantum representations
obtained from DG using the methods of [Ly2] coincide with those obtained from the
Reshetikhin-Turaev topological field theory associated to the modular tensor category
DG-mod [Tu], with those obtained from the conformal blocks of a holomorphic orb-
ifold CFT [DiVVV], and with those obtained from quantum gauge theory with finite
gauge group [DiW]. In the latter case one considers the moduli space of principal G-
bundles over surfaces. For a closed oriented surface this moduli space can be identified
with Hom(π1, G)/G, with G acting by conjugation. Here π1 denotes the fundamen-
tal group of the surface, which at genus N is obtained from the free group on 2N
generators by a single relation, so that the moduli space can be identified with the
set of 2N -tuples (g1, x1, g2, x2, ... , gN , xN) satisfying
∏N
i=1[gi, xi] = e, modulo conjugation
([g, x] = g−1x−1gx is the group commutator). The mapping class group MapN,0 of the
surface acts on the moduli space through its inclusion in the group Out(π1) of outer
automorphisms of the fundamental group.
When the boundary of the surface consists of a single circle, one instead considers
the moduli space of G-bundles for which the monodromy around the boundary circle
is restricted to a fixed conjugacy class c. This moduli space has a similar description,
namely as the set of 2N -tuples (g1, x1, ... , gN , xN) satisfying
∏N
i=1[gi, xi]∈ c, and again
comes with an action of the relevant mapping class group, MapN,1. One might therefore
hope that the quantum representations studied here will be permutation representations,
and in particular that they will have finite images. As it turns out, in general they are
quotients of permutation representations; in the main part of this paper we focus on
the subset of those quantum representations of MapN,0 and MapN,1 that actually are
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permutation representations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the construction
of quantum representations from factorizable ribbon Hopf algebras obtained in [Ly2], re-
stricting to surfaces that either are closed or have one marked boundary circle. We then
specialize this construction to the case that the Hopf algebra is the untwisted Drinfeld
double DG of a finite group G, and for k=C re-derive the formulas for the S and T
matrices obtained in [KSSB]. We can then verify that all these quantum representations,
both of MapN,0 and of MapN,1, are quotients of permutation representations. Afterwards
we identify a subset of these representations, including all of them for MapN,0, that pos-
sess a particularly simple description as permutation representations. They turn out
to be linearizations of the mapping class group actions on moduli spaces of principal
G-bundles mentioned above. In other words, they are equivalent to permutation rep-
resentations of Out(π1) on Rep(π1, G). A precise description of these representations
is given in Theorem 2.8. All of these permutation representations actually satisfy the
relations of MapN,0; the underlying group action does not depend on the ground field k.
In Section 3 we investigate the group actions underlying quantum representations.
A number of results that help to identify mapping class group orbits are established.
The main statement (Theorem 3.8) is: For genus N ≥ 3 the Torelli group is represented
non-trivially iff the finite groupG is non-abelian; for genus N =2 the Torelli group is non-
trivially represented iff there exists a pair of elements g, x∈G whose commutator [g, x]
does not commute with both g and x. Theorem 3.14 extends the congruence subgroup
result of [CG, Ba2]: A sub-representation of the Map1,1-representation is identified such
that the kernel of the restriction to this sub-representation is a congruence subgroup.
However, this congruence subgroup property fails to hold in general in the case of Map1,1.
In Section 4 we provide a number of examples, for some particular finite groups G
and for genus 1, 2 and 3. For genus 1 we display the mapping class group actions for the
dihedral groups Dn, the generalized quaternion groups Q4n, and the alternating group
A5. For genus 2 and 3 we present results obtained using GAP [GAP] for the groups S3,
D4 and Q8, and at genus 2 also for A5. The groups D4n and Q8n have identical character
tables. Thus the categories DD4n-mod and DQ8n-mod have isomorphic Grothendieck
rings even though they are not equivalent as monoidal categories. It is therefore of some
interest to compare the mapping class group representations obtained for these groups.
As shown in [CGR], the matrix S that together with a matrix T generates the Map1,0-
representations, in a certain canonical basis, is different for these two series of groups.
From our examples it follows that these representations, as well as those Map1,1-repre-
sentations that we study, are indeed non-isomorphic. For the groups D4 and Q8 this
non-equivalence generalizes to genus 2 and 3. In all cases, however, the dimensions of the
respective representations coincide. We find explicit examples (see Remark 4.3) which
show that the result of [ERW] does not generalize to genus larger than 0: even when G
is a p-group, the image of the quantum representation will in general not be a p-group.
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Table 1: List of notations
G a finite group
Z(G) the center of G
Zg the centralizer of a group element g ∈G
eG the exponent of G
gh the right conjugation h−1gh of g ∈G by h∈G
hg the left conjugation hgh−1 of g ∈G by h∈G
CG the set of conjugacy classes in G
C2NG the set of 2N -conjugacy classes in G
×2N (see (2.21))
gc chosen representative for the conjugacy class c∈CG
[g, h] the group commutator g−1h−1gh of two elements g, h∈G
ComG the set [G,G] of commutators in G
G′ the commutator subgroup of G, i.e. the group generated by ComG
µ˜m the multi-commutator map G
×2m→G (2.17)
µN the map C
2N
G →CG (2.29) induced by µ˜N
Gab the abelianization of G, i.e. the quotient G/G′
DG the (untwisted) Drinfeld double of G
DG⋆⊲ the Lyubashenko coend Hopf algebra in DG-mod
k an algebraically closed field
MapN,0 the mapping class group of a closed oriented surface of genus N
MapN,1 the mapping class group of a compact oriented surface of genus N
with one hole
π the fundamental group of a compact surface
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Our notational conventions for some basic notions are listed in Table 1. A few technical
details are presented in two appendices. Appendix A reviews the structure of DG as a
factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra. We determine the center Z(DG), the space C(DG)
of central forms, and the group G(DG) of group-like elements, as well as the structure
of the Lyubashenko coend Hopf algebra DG⋆⊲ in the category DG-mod. In Appendix B
we collect some elementary results concerning conjugacy classes of 2N -tuples of group
elements in a finite group G.
As we shall see, the quantum representations obtained from DG with abelian group
G can be understood through elementary considerations. For abelian G, any homomor-
phism from π to G factors through to πab= π/π′, which coincides with the first homology.
Thus the Torelli group, being the kernel of the mapping class group action on πab, is
represented trivially on Hom(π,G)/G=Hom(π,G). As a consequence we will mainly
be interested in non-abelian finite groups G. We do not impose any further restrictions
on the groups G, however. In particular, there is no reason to restrict to simple groups.
Let us finally specify our assumptions on the ground field k over which DG and its
modules are defined. The construction of quantum representations in [Ly2] works for any
algebraically closed field. The structure of DG-modules depends, however, on k [Wi].
Whenever we deal directly with DG-modules and their characters we will therefore
require the ground field to have characteristic 0, and for simplicity we then restrict
our attention to k=C. This applies to part of Section 2.2, in particular whenever we
consider MapN,0 acting on the space of DG-characters. For much of the remaining
discussion these assumptions are not needed, and we then allow the characteristic of k
to be arbitrary. Note that when the characteristic of k divides the order |G| of the group,
then the category DG-mod is no longer semisimple. But the quantum representations
that we focus on in this paper are then still the permutation representations obtained
from the mapping class actions discussed in Section 3.
2. Quantum representations from Hopf algebras
In this section we first outline Lyubashenko’s method [Ly2] for constructing projective
representations of mapping class groups from a factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra H .
Afterwards we focus on the case that H is the (untwisted) Drinfeld double DG of a
finite group G.
2.1. The coend H⋆⊲ and quantum representations
For a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H over k we denote the multiplication by m, the
unit by η, the comultiplication by ∆, the counit by ε, and the antipode by s. H possesses
a non-zero left integral Λ∈H and a non-zero right cointegral λ∈H⋆, which are unique
up to scalars. H is called ribbon iff it is equipped with an R-matrix R∈H ⊗H (i.e.
is quasitriangular) and with a ribbon element ν ∈H satisfying natural properties (see
e.g. [Ka]). A quasitriangular Hopf algebra H is called factorizable iff the monodromy
matrix Q :=R21 ·R∈H ⊗H is non-degenerate, i.e. iff the Drinfeld map fQ : H
⋆→H ,
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acting as ϕ 7→ (ϕ⊗ idH) ◦Q, is invertible. For a factorizable Hopf algebra the integral Λ
is two-sided.
In the sequel H stands for a finite-dimensional factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra. The
category H-mod of left H-modules is finite abelian k-linear; the structural elements of
H endow H-mod with a natural structure of a ribbon category. In particular, denoting
by τ the flip map, the braiding cX,Y of two H-modules (X, ρX) and (Y, ρY ) is the linear
map τX,Y ◦ (ρX ⊗ ρY ) ◦ (idH ⊗ τH,X ⊗ idY ) ◦ (R⊗ idX⊗Y ), while the twist automorphism
θX of (X, ρX) is the linear map ρX ◦ (ν
−1⊗ idX).
The starting point for constructing the quantum representations is the coend
L :=
∫ X
X∨⊗X . (2.1)
As an object in H-mod, L is isomorphic to the H-module H⋆⊲ , that is, to the vector
space H⋆ endowed with the left coadjoint H-action [Ly1, Vi]. Explicitly, x∈H acts on
H⋆ by mapping ϕ∈H⋆ to
∑
i ϕ(s(x
(1))yix
(2))ψi, where 1 7→
∑
i yi⊗ψi ∈H ⊗H
⋆ is the
coevaluation. The coend L carries a natural structure of a Hopf algebra in H-mod, with
structure morphisms given by
m⋆⊲(x) = s(r
(1)) x(1) r(2) ⊗ s(s)x (2) ,
η⊲ = ε
⋆ ,
∆⊲ = m
⋆ ,
ε⊲ = η
⋆ ,
s
⋆
⊲(x) = s(r) s(x) s(u)
−1 s .
(2.2)
Here for brevity instead of the multiplication and antipode we present their pre-duals,
and we use the summation-free Sweedler notation ∆(x) = x(1)⊗x(2) for the coproduct
of x∈H and R= r⊗ s for the R-matrix; u= s(r) s is the Drinfeld element. The Hopf
algebra H⋆⊲ comes with a Hopf pairing
ω⊲ : α⊗ β 7→ α
(
Q(1)
)
β
(
s(Q(2))
)
. (2.3)
Factorizability of H is equivalent to non-degeneracy of ω⊲.
We denote by MapN,n the mapping class group of an oriented compact surface of genus
N obtained from a closed surface by excising n≥ 0 open disks. More specifically, the
appropriate variant of MapN,n is obtained by equipping each of the n boundary circles
with a marked point and requiring homeomorphisms, as well as homotopies, to preserve
the set of marked points. As shown in [Ly2], the structure described above allows one to
construct a finite-dimensional projective representation of MapN,n on the k-vector space
HomH-mod(X
⊗n, L⊗N) , (2.4)
for any object X of H-mod. We will restrict our attention to surfaces with zero or
one holes, n∈{0, 1}. MapN,1 can then be defined as the group of homotopy classes of
orientation preserving homeomorphisms that preserve the boundary pointwise.
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To define the quantum representations of MapN,0 and MapN,1, first choose for every
genus N ∈N a representative surface ΣN with one hole, together with a certain collection
of simple closed curves on ΣN . The latter consists of four simple closed curves ai, bi, di,
and ei, for each i=1, 2, ... , N , modulo the identification a1= d1= e1. Furthermore for
each i=1, 2, ... , N we have to choose a one-holed torus Fi embedded in ΣN .
This collection of data is visualised in the following figure:
a1 a2
a3 aN
b1 bN
d2
e2
Fi
dN
eN
· · · · · ·
(2.5)
MapN,1 has a generating set consisting of (the homotopy classes of) the following maps
([Ly1], see also [FSS]):
1. inverse Dehn twists T−1bi and T
−1
di
around each of the curves bi and di, for i=1, 2, ... , N ;
2. inverse Dehn twists T−1ai and T
−1
ei
around each of the curves ai and ei, for i=2, 3, ... , N .
While these Dehn twists already generate MapN,1, occasionally it is convenient to add:
3. a modular S-transformation Si with support in the interior of Fi, for i=1, 2, ... , N .
By capping the hole of the surface (2.5) one obtains a closed surface of genus N . Thus
the same set of Dehn twists generates MapN,0, and there is only a single additional
relation, which implements the condition that a Dehn twist T∂ along a simple closed
curve isotopic to the boundary has to be trivial, so that the relation that defines MapN,0
as a quotient of MapN,1 is T∂ = id. Using the so-called star relation, as e.g. given by
formula (E) of [Ge], one checks that T∂ can be expressed as
T∂ = (T
3
d1
Tb1)
3 (T 2e2Td2Tb2)
3 (T 2e3Td3Tb3)
3 · · · (T 2eNTdNTbN )
3. (2.6)
We note that for genus N =1, the twist T around d1 together with the modular S-
transformation generate both Map1,0 and Map1,1. In the former case, T and S satisfy
(ST )3=S2, S4= id and [S2, T ] = id, which are defining relations for the modular group
SL(2,Z). In the latter case there is a short exact sequence
1 −→ Z −→ Map1,1 −→ SL(2,Z) −→ 1 , (2.7)
i.e. Map1,1 is a central extension of SL(2,Z).
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To proceed we define a collection of endomorphisms in the category H-mod. For h∈H
we denote by lh, rh ∈Endk(H
⋆) the duals of the linear endomorphisms of H given by left
and right multiplication with h, i.e.(
lh(α)
)
(k) = α(h k) and
(
rh(α)
)
(k) = α(k h) (2.8)
for α∈H⋆ and k∈H . Then for (X, ρ)∈H-mod we set
EndH-mod(H
⋆
⊲ ) ∋ TL : α 7→ ls(ν−1)(α) ,
EndH-mod(H
⋆
⊲ ⊗H
⋆
⊲ ) ∋ OL : α⊗ β 7→ rQ(1)(α)⊗ ls(Q(2))(β) ,
EndH-mod(H
⋆
⊲ ) ∋ SL : = (ε⊲⊗ id) ◦OL ◦ (id⊗Λ⊲) ,
EndH-mod(H
⋆
⊲ ⊗X) ∋ Q
X
L : α⊗m 7→ rQ(1)(α)⊗ ρ(s(Q
(2)))m.
(2.9)
We use these maps to specify a set of endomorphisms of L⊗N :
Definition 2.1.
(i) For any N ∈N we introduce the following elements of EndH-mod(L
⊗N ):
z
(i)
S := idL⊗(N−i) ⊗SL⊗ idL⊗(i−1) , i = 1, 2, ... , N , (2.10)
z(i)a := idL⊗(N−i) ⊗ [(TL⊗TL) ◦OL] ⊗ idL⊗(i−2) i = 2, 3, ... , N , (2.11)
z
(i)
b := idL⊗(N−i) ⊗
[
SL ◦ TL ◦ S
−1
L
]
⊗ idL⊗(i−1) , i = 1, 2, ... , N , (2.12)
z
(i)
d := idL⊗(N−i) ⊗TL⊗ idL⊗(i−1) i = 1, 2, ... , N , (2.13)
z(i)e := idL⊗(N−i) ⊗
[
QL
⊗(i−1)
L ◦ (TL⊗ΘL⊗(i−1))
]
, i = 2, 3, ... , N . (2.14)
(ii) The quantum representation of MapN,1 on HomH-mod(X,L
⊗N ) is defined by letting
the generators (2.10) – (2.14) act via post-composition. Concretely, the inverse Dehn
twists around the cycles bi, di and ei are represented by post-composition with the
endomorphisms z
(i)
b , z
(i)
d and z
(i)
e , respectively, for i=1, 2, ... , N ; the inverse Dehn twist
around ai is represented by post-composition with z
(i)
a , for i=2, 3, ... , N ; finally the mod-
ular S-transformation inside the one-holed torus Fi is represented by post-composition
with z
(i)
S , for i=1, 2, ... , N .
(iii) The quantum representation of MapN,0 is obtained by taking X in (ii) to be the
trivial one-dimensional H-module V0=(k, ε).
Remark 2.2. Any quantum representation is contained in the representation obtained
by taking X =L⊗N for some value N of the genus, so that one deals with endomorphisms
of L⊗N . Moreover, when doing so it suffices to consider the subspace generated from the
distinguished element idL⊗N in EndH-mod(L
⊗N ).
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2.2. The case H =DG
We now specialize the quantum representations to the case that H is the Drinfeld double
DG of a finite group G. To keep the presentation short, pertinent information about DG
and the coend DG⋆⊲ is relegated to Appendix A. The factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra
DG has a basis {bg|x | g, x∈G} in which the structural data take the form given in (A.1).
We denote by {βh|y} the basis of DG
⋆ dual to {bg|x}; in this basis the DG-action on
DG⋆⊲ is given by (A.31). The structure of DG
⋆
⊲ as a Hopf algebra in DG-mod is provided
in (A.32), while its two-sided integral, cointegral, and Hopf pairing are given in (A.33)
and (A.34).
When expressing statements in terms of the chosen bases of DG and DG⋆ it is often
convenient to use the notation (g|x) for elements in G×G, and analogously
(h|y) :=
(
(h1|y1), . . . , (hm|ym)
)
(2.15)
for elements of G×2m. The notation (hg|yg) then indicates that g acts on G×2m by right
conjugation of all pairs (hi|yi) in (2.15), i.e.
(hg|yg) =
(
(hg1|y
g
1), . . . , (h
g
m|y
g
m)
)
, (2.16)
and analogously for left conjugation. We define for each m∈N a multi-commutator map
µ˜m : G
×2m→G as an (ordered) product of commutators:
µ˜m : (h|y) 7→
m∏
i=1
[hi, yi] . (2.17)
In terms of basis elements, the endomorphisms (2.9), with the objectX inQXL specialized
to X =(DG⋆⊲)
⊗m, together with the composite endomorphism U⊲ :=S⊲ ◦ T⊲ ◦S
−1
⊲ , are
then expressed as follows [FFSS]:
T⊲ : βg|x 7→ βg|g−1x ,
S⊲ : βg|x 7→ βx−1|gx ,
U⊲ : βg|x 7→ βxg|x ,
O⊲ : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7→ βg|(gxh)x⊗ β(gx)h|(gx)y ,
Qm⊲ : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7→ βg|gx(gx·µ˜m(h|y))−1 ⊗ β(gx)h|(gx)y .
(2.18)
The twist automorphism of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗m is given by
θ(DG⋆⊲)⊗m : βh|y 7→ βµ˜m(h|y)h|µ˜m(h|y)y , (2.19)
and the composites L⊲ := (T⊲⊗T⊲) ◦O⊲ and M⊲,m :=Q
m
⊲ ◦ (T⊲⊗Θ(DG⋆⊲)⊗m) take the form
L⊲ : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7−→ βg|(xh)g−1x⊗ β(gx)h|(gx)h−1y ,
M⊲,m : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7−→ βg|x(gx·µ˜m(h|y))−1 ⊗ β(gx)µ˜m(h|y)h|(gx)µ˜m(h|y)y .
(2.20)
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In the sequel we regard G×2N as a G-space, with G acting by conjugation,
g : (h|y) 7−→ (hg|yg) . (2.21)
We refer to the orbits of the action (2.21) of G on G×2N as 2N-conjugacy classes, and
denote the set of all 2N -conjugacy classes by C2NG . For elements of C
2
G we alternatively
also use the term diconjugacy classes.
We now note that according to (2.18) for any pair (g|x) we have
S2⊲ : βg|x 7→ β(g−1)gx|(x−1)gx ,
S4⊲ : βg|x 7→ βg[g,x]|x[g,x] ,
(S⊲ ◦ T⊲)
3 : βg|x 7→ β(g−1)gx|(x−1)gx .
(2.22)
Thus the operators S⊲ and T⊲ define an SL(2,Z)-action on diconjugacy classes of basis
elements and, when restricting to commuting pairs (g|x), an SL(2,Z)-action already on
such basis elements.
We simplify notation by renaming the endomorphisms from Definition 2.1 as z
(i)
S  S
(i)
⊲ ,
z
(i)
d  T
(i)
⊲ , z
(i)
b  U
(i)
⊲ , z
(i)
a  L
(i)
⊲ and z
(i)
e  M
(i)
⊲ . We observe:
Lemma 2.3.
The endomorphisms T
(i)
⊲ , S
(i)
⊲ , U
(i)
⊲ , L
(i)
⊲ and M
(i)
⊲ have the following properties:
(i) They permute the basis elements βh|y of G
×2m.
(ii) They are equivariant with respect to the action of G by conjugation of the labels
(h,y) of the basis elements βh|y.
(iii) They preserve the multi-commutators µ˜m(h|y) of the basis elements βh|y.
Proof. Property (i) follows immediately from the definition of the endomorphisms.
Property (ii) follows from simple manipulations based on the identity [gz, xz] = [g, x]z.
For proving (iii), note that it suffices to restrict to those pairs (hi|yi) on which the
endomorphism acts non-trivially. Accordingly, the identities
[g, g−1x] = [g, x] , [x−1, gx] = [g, x] and [xg, x] = [g, x] (2.23)
establish (iii) for T
(i)
⊲ , S
(i)
⊲ and U
(i)
⊲ , respectively. Next we note that
[g, (xh)g−1x] = [g, x] h−1 (g
x)h and [(g
x)h, (gx)h−1y] = (g
x)(h−1) hy , (2.24)
which imply
[g, (xh)g−1x] [(g
x)h, (gx)h−1y] = [g, x]h−1 hy = [g, x] [h, y] , (2.25)
thus establishing (iii) for L
(i)
⊲ . Finally by direct, if lengthy, calculation one sees that
[g, x(gx µ˜m(h|y))
−1] = [g, x] µ˜m(h|y)
(gx)(µ˜m(h|y)
−1) and
µ˜m
(
(gx)µ˜m(h|y)h|(g
x)µ˜m(h|y)y
)
= (g
x)µ˜m(h|y) ,
(2.26)
showing that (iii) holds for M
(i)
⊲ as well. ✷
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Using the explicit form of the DG-action on (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N it is easily verified that the G-
equivariance is equivalent to the linear maps (2.18) – (2.20) being morphisms inDG-mod.
As noted in Remark 2.2, to fully understand the quantum representations of MapN,0
and MapN,1 it is enough to understand the mapping class group orbit of the identity
morphism id(DG⋆⊲)⊗N ∈EndDG-mod(DG
⋆
⊲
⊗N). Lemma 2.3 (i) implies that this orbit is a
finite set of endomorphisms that permute basis elements of the type βh|y. In other words,
we have established the existence of a finite MapN,1-set whose associated permutation
representation determines all the quantum representations of MapN,1 and MapN,0. We
denote this permutation representation of MapN,1 by Π
N
DG. As a vector space, Π
N
DG is
spanned by the endomorphisms of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N that are arbitrary words in the letters T
(i)
⊲ ,
S
(i)
⊲ , U
(i)
⊲ , L
(i)
⊲ and M
(i)
⊲ . The relation between the permutation representation ΠNDG and
a general quantum representation is summarized in
Proposition 2.4. For any DG-module V the quantum representation on the morphism
space HomDG-mod
(
V, (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
coincides with the image of
HomDG-mod
(
V, (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
⊗ΠN
DG (2.27)
under the composition map
◦ : HomDG-mod
(
V, (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
⊗ EndDG-mod
(
(DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
−→ HomDG-mod
(
V, (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
,
(2.28)
where on the left hand side the mapping class group MapN,1 acts non-trivially only on
the second factor.
As a consequence, we can relate quantum representations to the permutation repre-
sentation ΠN
DG as follows:
Corollary 2.5. Every quantum representation is isomorphic to a quotient of a direct
sum (ΠN
DG)
⊕d of multiple copies of permutation representations. It follows in particular
that the image of any quantum representation of MapN,0 or MapN,1 is finite.
We will not pursue the full structure of the permutation representations ΠN
DG. In-
stead we will identify subspaces of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N that carry representations of MapN,0 and
MapN,1. These representations contain much of the information encoded in Π
N
DG, but
are easier to deal with. The multi-commutator map µ˜N introduced in (2.17) intertwines
the conjugation action, hence it maps every 2N -conjugacy class surjectively onto a single
conjugacy class. There is thus an induced map
µN : C
2N
G −→ CG ,
d 7−→ µ˜N(d)
(2.29)
from 2N -conjugacy classes to ordinary conjugacy classes. For each 2N -conjugacy class
d∈C2NG we define an element γd ∈ (DG
⋆
⊲)
⊗N as the sum of dual basis elements labeled
by elements in d,
γd :=
∑
(h|y)∈d
βh|y . (2.30)
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The subset ComG= [G,G] of commutators in G is closed under conjugation, and thus
is a union of conjugacy classes. We denote the collection of these particular conjugacy
classes by C ′G⊆CG, so that
ComG =
⋃
c∈C′G
c . (2.31)
By definition we have ComG=Im(µ˜1) and hence C
′
G= Im(µ1).
Denote by V0 := (k, ε) the one-dimensional trivial DG-module, i.e. the tensor unit of
DG-mod. We can identify elements in HomDG-mod
(
V0, (DG
⋆
⊲)
⊗N
)
with their images in
(DG⋆⊲)
⊗N ; then we have
Theorem 2.6. (i) The set
Γe := {γd | d∈µ
−1
N (ce)} (2.32)
is a basis of HomDG-mod
(
V0, (DG
⋆
⊲)
⊗N
)
.
(ii) Each of the generators T
(i)
⊲ , S
(i)
⊲ , U
(i)
⊲ , L
(i)
⊲ and M
(i)
⊲ of MapN acts on Γe by a
permutation.
Proof. (i) We want to characterize the elements β ∈ (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N that satisfy bg|x . β= δg,e β.
With the ansatz
β =
∑
(h|y)∈G×2N
α(h|y) βh|y (2.33)
we have
bg|x . β =
∑
(h|y)∈G×2N
∑
k1,...,kN−1∈G
α(h|y) bk1|x . βh1|y1 ⊗ bk−11 k2|x . βh2|y2 ⊗ · · ·
· · · ⊗ bk−1N−1g|x
. βhN |yN
=
∑
(h|y)∈G×2N
α(h|y) δgx,µ˜N (h|y) βxh|xy .
(2.34)
Thus we need α(h|y) =0 unless µ˜N(h|y) = e, and α(h
x|yx) =α(h|y) for all x∈G and
all (h|y)∈G×2N . Conversely, for every function α obeying these conditions we get an
element β satisfying bg|x . β= δg,e β. Thus every such β is a linear combination of elements
γd for d∈µ
−1
N (ce). Since these are linearly independent, Γe indeed forms a basis.
(ii) By Lemma 2.3, every generator of MapN,1 permutes basis elements βh|y in a way such
that it preserves µ˜N , and thus preserves the subset {βh|y | (h|y)∈ µ˜
−1
N (e)}. Further, the
MapN,1-generators areG-equivariant, so that for any d∈µ
−1
N (ce) they map bijectively the
basis elements βh|y satisfying (h|y)∈ d to βh|y satisfying (h|y)∈ d
′ for some d′ ∈µ−1N (ce).
It follows that each generator indeed permutes the elements of the set Γe. ✷
The proof also shows that for any conjugacy class c∈CG the set {γd | d∈µ
−1
N (c)}
is permuted by the generators of MapN,1. It is therefore natural to ask whether the
subspace of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N spanned by such elements γd has some relation to quantum rep-
resentations as well. To answer this question, consider for a given 2N -conjugacy class
d∈C2NG the subspace
V (d) := spank{βh|y | (h|y)∈ d} ⊂ (DG
⋆
⊲)
⊗N (2.35)
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of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N . The DG-action bg|x . βh|y= δgx,µ˜N (h|y) βxh|xy shows that the subspace V
(d) is
in fact a DG-submodule of (DG⋆⊲)
⊗N . Moreover, if µN(d) = c, then bg|x annihilates V
(d)
unless g ∈ c. It follows that for any simple DG-module V(c,α) (as described in Appendix
A.2) we have
HomDG-mod(V(c,α), V
(d)) = 0 unless µ1(d) = c . (2.36)
Now for c∈CG, define
(DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
(c) :=
⊕
d∈C2NG
µN (d)=c
V (d). (2.37)
Then by the discussion above we have
Proposition 2.7. The permutation representation of MapN,1 on Π
N
DG decomposes ac-
cording to
EndDG-mod
(
(DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
)
=
⊕
c∈CG
EndDG-mod
(
(DG⋆⊲)
⊗N
(c)
)
(2.38)
into sub-representations.
Next denote, for g ∈G, by DG(g) the subalgebra of DG that is spanned by the
basis elements {bg|x | x∈Zg} (see also the first paragraph of Appendix A.2); we have
DG(g)∼= k[Zg]. Let d∈C
2N
G satisfy µN(d) = c, and define the subspace
V (d,gc) := spank{βh|y | (h|y)∈d and µ˜N(h|y) = gc} . (2.39)
Note that if (h|y)∈ d satisfies µ˜N(h|y) = gc, then every element of d with that property
is of the form (xh|xy) for some x∈Zgc . In fact, V
(d,gc) is a permutation representation
of Zgc, with the underlying Zgc-set consisting of the single orbit {(
xh|xy) | x∈Zgc}. It
follows that V (d) is the DG-module (A.22) induced from V (d,gc), i.e.
V (d) = DG⊗
DG(gc) V
(d,gc). (2.40)
Any permutation representation contains a trivial sub-representation; in the case of
V (d,gc), the vector
γgcd :=
∑
(h|y)∈d
µ˜N (h|y)=gc
βh|y (2.41)
is Zgc-invariant. Denote the DG-module that is obtained from induction on this trivial
module by V
(d)
(c) . ThisDG-module is obviously simple and is equivalent to V(c,id). Further-
more, V
(d)
(c) is cyclic, and one particular cyclic vector is γd=
∑
gc∈d
γgcd as defined in (2.30).
Since every module in the set {V
(d)
(c) | d∈C
2N
G } is induced from a one-dimensional DG
(gc)-
module, it follows that the mapping class group acts on this set, and that this action
is completely determined by the mapping class action on the vectors {γgcd |µN(d) = c}.
Equivalently we can study the action of MapN,1 on the set {γd |µN(d) = c}. We have
thus arrived at
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Theorem 2.8. For any c∈CG, MapN,1 acts on the set {γd | d∈µ
−1
N (c)}.
The resulting permutation representation is equivalent to a sub-representation of the
quantum representation on HomDG-mod
(
V(c,id), (DG
⋆
⊲)
⊗N
)
.
Moreover, we have
Proposition 2.9. The action of MapN,1 on {γd | d∈µ
−1
N (c)} factors through to an action
of MapN,0.
Proof. The Dehn twist along a simple closed curve isotopic to the boundary is repre-
sented by the twist automorphism of the DG-module that labels the boundary circle (see
[Ly1, Sect. 4.5]), and thus in the case at hand, by multiplication with the twist phase
θ(c,id). Now according to (A.28) we have θ(c,id)=1. It follows that the relevant quantum
representations of MapN,1 indeed satisfy the relations of MapN,0. ✷
Before continuing, let us verify that we reproduce the explicit form of the matrices
T and S from [KSSB, CGR] which generate the representation of Map1,0
∼=SL(2,Z) on
HomDG-mod(V0,DG
⋆
⊲). For simplicity we assume that k has characteristic zero, so that
we can work with ordinary characters of DG-modules. For N =1 Theorem 2.6 implies
that HomDG-mod(V0,DG
⋆
⊲) is isomorphic to C(DG), the space of central forms as defined
in (A.8), which has a canonical basis given by the simple DG-characters. Isomorphism
classes of simpleDG-modules are in bijection with pairs (c, α) with c∈CG and α a simple
character of Zgc for a chosen representative gc of c (see Appendix A.2 for a description of
the simple DG-modules V(c,α) and their characters χ(c,α)). Denote by Ξ(c,α) : Z(Zgc)→k
the central character of a simple k[Zgc ]-module with character α; then
Ξ(c,α)(x) =
α(x)
α(e)
. (2.42)
Combining formula (2.18) for T⊲ with the expression (A.25) for χ(c,α) and the fact that
gc is central in Zgc , it follows that T⊲ acts as
T⊲ : χ(c,α) 7−→ Ξ(c,α)(gc)χ(c,α) . (2.43)
The matrix affording the T⊲-transformation on simpleDG-characters thus takes the form(
T⊲
)
(c,α),(c′,α′)
= δ(c,α),(c′,α′) Ξ(c,α)(gc) . (2.44)
Further, according to (A.28) Ξ(c,α)(gc) equals the twist phase θ(c,α) of the simple module
V(c,α). Next consider the matrix affording the S⊲-transformation of simple DG-characters
by
S⊲ : χ(c,α) 7−→
∑
(c′,α′)
(
S⊲
)
(c,α),(c′,α′)
χ(c′,α′) . (2.45)
Let us tensor this formula with χ(c′,α′) and apply the Hopf pairing according to (A.37).
Then using again (A.25) and (2.18), as well as the formula (A.34) for the Hopf pairing,
we obtain(
S⊲
)
(c,α),(c′,α′)
=
1
|Zgc| |Zgc′ |
∑
k∈G : kgc′∈Zgc , g
k
c∈Zgc′
α
(
k ı−1
c′ (g−1c′ )
)
α′
(
(g−1c )
k
)
(2.46)
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(here we use that char(k) does not divide |G|) with ıc a group element satisfying g
−1
c =
ıcgc
(see the text preceding Equation (A.23)). The results (2.44) and (2.46) coincide with
the formulas (2.14) and (2.12) of [CGR].
In the basis Γe= {γd}d∈µ−11 (ce) of C(DG) that was introduced in Theorem 2.6 the T⊲-
and S⊲-transformations read
T⊲ : γd(g|x) 7→ γd(g|g−1x) and S⊲ : γd(g|x) 7→ γd(x−1|g) , (2.47)
hence the matrices representing these transformations are permutation matrices, as ex-
pected. An immediate consequence of the matrices being of this form is that the order
of T⊲ coincides with the exponent of G. Note that even though the results (2.44) and
(2.46) assume a restriction on the characteristic of k, the formulas (2.47) hold for an
arbitrary ground field k.
3. Mapping class group actions on 2N-conjugacy classes
Henceforth we focus on the subset of quantum representations which we established
in Theorems 2.6 and 2.8. All of these representations satisfy the relations of MapN,0;
for simplicity we will refer to them as representations of MapN . Moreover, all of them
are permutation representations obtained by linearizing MapN -actions on the sets C
2N
G
of 2N -conjugacy classes. Therefore we now turn to investigating the action of mapping
class groups on 2N -conjugacy classes. We have already established, in Lemma 2.3 as well
as in Theorems 2.6 and 2.8, that the function µN : C
2N
G →CG (2.29) is MapN -invariant,
so there is at least one orbit, namely µ−1N (c), for each conjugacy class c∈ Im(µN).
3.1. General properties
For brevity we re-express the formulas (2.18) and (2.20) as permutations of the label
sets G×2 and C2G, respectively of G
×2N and C2NG . Thus we write
TG : (g|x) 7−→ (g|g
−1x) ,
SG : (g|x) 7−→ (x
−1|gx) ,
UG : (g|x) 7−→ (xg|x) ,
LG :
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
7−→
(
(g|(xh)g−1x), ((g
x)h|(gx)h−1y)
)
,
MG,m :
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
7−→
(
(g|x((gx)µ˜m(h|y))
−1), ((g
x)µ˜m(h|y)h|(g
x)µ˜m(h|y)y)
)
,
(3.1)
where in the last formula m takes values in {1, 2, ... , N−1}. When acting on G×2N for
some definite value of N we write T
(i)
G , S
(i)
G and U
(i)
G , with i=1, 2, ..., , N , for the action
of the respective permutations on the (N−i+1)th pair of labels, i.e.
X
(i)
G =
(
idG×2(N−i) , XG, idG×2(i−1)
)
(3.2)
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for X =T, S, U . Analogously L
(k)
G with k=1, 2, ... , N−1 is given by
L
(k)
G =
(
idG×2(N−k−1) , LG, idG×2(k−1)
)
. (3.3)
Finally,
M
(k)
G =
(
idG×2(N−k) ,MG,k−1
)
(3.4)
for k=2, 3, ... , N .
Remark 3.1. The permutations U
(i)
G , T
(i)
G , and L
(k)
G coincide with the generators of the
MapN,0-action found in equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) of [Ba1].
Lemma 2.3 immediately implies that each of the maps (3.2) – (3.4) maps 2N -conjugacy
classes bijectively to 2N -conjugacy classes, and therefore induces a permutation of the
set C2NG that preserves the map µN : C
2N
G →CG. By abuse of notation we use the same
symbols T
(i)
G etc. for these permutations of C
2N
G . We have shown that these permutations
define a group homomorphism
σNG : MapN → Sym(C
2N
G ) , (3.5)
where Sym(X) denotes the group of permutations of a finite set X . Moreover, for each
c∈CG the subset µ
−1
N (c)⊂C
2N
G is MapN -invariant. Note, however, that the set µ
−1
N (c)
may be empty for some c∈CG; e.g. for N =1 it is non-empty iff c∈C
′
G.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to establish general features of C2NG as a MapN -
set. Even though for each conjugacy class c∈ Im(µN) there exists at least one orbit,
namely the set µ−1N (c), it may happen that the map µN is a crude invariant, so MapN
does not necessarily act transitively on these orbits.
Let us begin by stating two easy results related to invariant subsets of C2NG . By
construction every 2N -conjugacy class is a subset of the product of 2N conjugacy classes.
In particular there are precisely |Z(G)|2N 2N -conjugacy classes consisting of a single
element. Thus we have
Proposition 3.2.
(i) The set {d∈C2NG | d⊆Z(G)
×2N} is mapping class group invariant.
(ii) For any subgroup H ≤G, the set C2NH≤G consisting of 2N-conjugacy classes with
representatives in H×2N is mapping class group invariant.
(iii) If H <G is a proper subgroup, then C2NH≤G⊂C
2N
G is a proper subset.
Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) are obvious. Claim (iii) follows immediately from
the fact that no proper subgroup H <G of a finite group G can intersect all conjugacy
classes of G: there must exist some d∈C2NG such that d /∈C
2N
H≤G. ✷
Since the center Z(G) is not empty, Proposition 3.2 (i) implies that for any non-trivial
G and any N the mapping class group action on C2NG has at least two orbits. But if Z(G)
is non-trivial, there is even more information to be obtained from the center. Namely,
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let Z(G)×2N act on G×2N by left multiplication. This action descends to an action on
2N -conjugacy classes:
(a|b) : d(h|y) 7→ d(ah|by) (3.6)
for (a|b)∈Z(G)×2N . Note that the Z(G)×2N -action on C2NG preserves µN . Now for any
word X in the mapping class group generators we have
(a|b) ◦X = X ◦X−1 ◦ (a|b) ◦X ≡ X ◦ (a|b)X (3.7)
as permutations of C2NG . In fact, conjugating the action of Z(G)
×2N by a mapping class
is implemented by an automorphism of Z(G)×2N . A straightforward calculation gives
(a|b)TG = (a|ab) ,
(
(a|b), (c|d)
)LG = ((a|abc−1), (c|a−1cd)) ,
(a|b)SG = (b|a−1) ,
(
(a|b), (c|d)
)MG,m = ((a|ab), (c|d)) ,
(a|b)UG = (ab−1|b) .
(3.8)
These are indeed automorphisms, which straightforwardly extend to all of the generators
T
(i)
G , S
(i)
G , U
(i)
G , L
(i)
G and M
(i)
G . In other words, we have
Proposition 3.3.
(i) Conjugation by a mapping class implements an automorphism on Z(G)×2N.
(ii) The set C2NG of 2N-conjugacy classes carries an action of a semidirect product of
the groups MapN and Z(G)
×2N.
(iii) The mapping class group action on the set C2NG permutes isomorphic Z(G)
×2N -
orbits. In particular, the union of all Z(G)×2N -orbits of a given isomorphism type is
mapping class group invariant.
Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the discussion preced-
ing the proposition. (iii) follows directly from (i). ✷
The group Out(G) of outer automorphisms of G acts on G×2N through the diagonal
embedding and thus induces an action on the set C2NG of 2N -conjugacy classes. Com-
parison with (3.1) shows that the action of Out(G) on C2NG commutes with the action
of MapN . Thus we have
Proposition 3.4. The mapping class group action on C2NG permutes isomorphic Out(G)-
orbits. In particular, the union of all Out(G)-orbits of a given isomorphism type is
mapping class group invariant.
For any g ∈G there is a distinguished mapping class group orbit in C2NG : the orbit
generated from the 2N -conjugacy class containing the tuple
(
(g|e), (e|e), ... , (e|e)
)
. More
generally, for any g ∈G we can consider all orbits emanating from 2N -conjugacy classes
that are represented by elements of the type(
(gm1|gn1), (gm2 |gn2), ... , (gmN |gnN )
)
, (3.9)
and one might suspect that these orbits have a particularly simple structure. Indeed,
denoting by o(g) the order of g, we have
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Theorem 3.5.
(i) The mapping class group orbit in C2NG that is generated from the 2N-conjugacy class
containing the element (3.9) includes the 2N-conjugacy classes containing all 2N-tuples(
(gp1|gq1), ..., (gpN |gqN )
)
which satisfy
gcd(m1, ... , mN , n1, ... , nN , o(g)) = gcd(p1, ... , pN , q1, ... , qN , o(g)) . (3.10)
Moreover, the MapN -action on 2N-conjugacy classes of this type factors through to an
action of Sp(2N,Z).
(ii) If any two different elements of the cyclic subgroup Z/o(g)Z≤G generated by g ∈G
belong to distinct conjugacy glasses, then the mapping class orbit of the 2N-conjugacy
class that contains
(
(gm1 |gn1), (gm2|gn2), ... , (gmN |gnN )
)
is characterized by the number
gcd(m1, ... , mN , n1, ... , , nN , o(g)), and the collection of such orbits coincides with the
collection of orbits of the defining action of Sp(2N,Z/o(g)Z) on (Z/o(g)Z)2N.
Proof. (i) We first show that the MapN -action on 2N -tuples of the stated type factors
through to an Sp(2N,Z)-action. For a and b oriented simple closed curves on a closed
oriented surface, denote [a] and [b], respectively, their homology classes. A Dehn twist
along b acts on [a] as (see e.g. [FaM, Prop. 6.3])
Tb : [a] 7→ [a] + 〈a, b〉 [b] , (3.11)
where 〈· , ·〉 is the intersection form. According to (3.1) we have
TG : (g
m|gn) 7→ (gm|gn−m) ,
UG : (g
m|gn) 7→ (gm+n|gn) ,
LG :
(
(gk|gl), (gm|gn)
)
7→
(
(gk|gl+m−k), (gm|gn+k−m)
)
,
MG,p :
(
(gk|gl), (gm1|gn1), ... , (gmp|gnp)
)
7→
(
(gk|gl−k), (gm1|gn1), ... , (gmp|gnp)
)
.
(3.12)
These maps generalize in an obvious way to the action of the MapN -generators on 2N -
tuples. Recalling from Definition 2.1 (ii) the relation between the generators T
(i)
G etc.
and Dehn twists, by comparison with the Dehn twist action (3.11) one verifies that the
so obtained action coincides with the one of Dehn twists on homology. More precisely,
there exists a choice of orientations of the curves ai, bi, ci, di, ei defined in (2.5) such
that the action of Dehn twists on a tuple
(
(gm1|gn1), ... , (gmN |gnN )
)
can be identified
with the action on the homology class m1[d1] + n1[b1] + ...+mN [dN ] + nN [bN ] via (3.11)
(a useful relation is [bi] =± ([di−1]−[di]), where the sign depends on the choice of relative
orientations).
To establish the remaining part of (i), note that the identification of first homology
classes and tuples of the relevant type gives a surjective map from the first homology
(with coefficients in Z) to a subset of C2NG , equivariant with respect to the action of
Sp(2N,Z), i.e. symplectic orbits on homology are mapped to orbits on 2N -conjugacy
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classes. We therefore first determine the symplectic orbits of the defining action on Z×2N
(corresponding to the first homology with a chosen symplectic basis). Now the SL(2,Z)-
orbits on Z×2 are characterized by the greatest common divisor, i.e. (m|n), (p|q)∈Z×2
belong to the same orbit iff gcd(m,n) = gcd(p, q). In particular, every SL(2,Z)-orbit has
a unique representative of the form (r|0). The group Sp(2N,Z) has a generating set
consisting of the linear transformations
(mi|ni) 7→ (mi+ni|ni) and (mi|ni) 7→ (ni| −mi) (3.13)
acting on an arbitrary single entry of an N -tuple
(
(m1|n1), ... , (mN |nN)
)
∈Z×2N , and of(
(mi|ni), (mi+1|ni+1)
)
7→
(
(mi−ni+1|ni), (mi+1−ni|ni+1)
)
and(
(mi|ni), (mi+1|ni+1)
)
7→
(
(mi+1|ni+1), (mi|ni)
) (3.14)
acting on two consecutive entries of the tuple (see e.g. [Bu] for N =2, and [FaM,
Sect. 6.1.1] for general N). Clearly for each i=1, 2, ... , N the transformations (3.13)
generate subgroups, each of which is isomorphic to SL(2,Z) acting on pairs of integers.
Thus every orbit has a representative tuple of the type
(
(r1|0), (r2|0), ... , (rN |0)
)
. Fur-
ther, by a combination of transformations of the type (3.14), for each i we can add any
integer multiple of ri+1 to ri without changing any other entries. Specifically, choose that
multiple to be 1, use SL(2,Z) to replace one of the non-zero entries with gcd(ri, ri+1), and
then add the result multiplied by −ri+1/gcd(ri, ri+1) to ri+1; hereby the latter entry is
set to zero. Combining this procedure with further swaps of pairs of entries, inductively
we end up with the tuple(
(gcd(m1, ... , mN , n1, ... , nN)|0), (0|0), ... , (0|0)
)
. (3.15)
Since the generators (3.13) and (3.14) preserve the gcd of the entries, the element thus
obtained characterizes the orbit.
In the considerations above we have, however, ignored that the group element g has
finite order o(g). To remedy this omission we must consider the symplectic action on
(Z/o(g)Z)×2N . Reducing modulo o(g) it is still true that every orbit has a represen-
tative of the form (3.15), albeit the non-zero entry is reduced modulo o(g). Indeed,
in (Z/o(g)Z)×2N the two elements
(
(r|0), (0|0), ..., (0|0)
)
and
(
(r|o(g)), (0|0), ..., (0|0)
)
are equivalent, and we can reduce the latter to
(
(gcd(r, o(g))|0), (0|0), ..., (0|0)
)
using
SL(2,Z). This concludes the proof of (i).
If any two different elements of the subgroup 〈g〉 generated by g belong to distinct con-
jugacy classes, then any two different 2N -tuples of integers in the interval [0, o(g)−1]
determine different 2N -conjugacy classes. In other words, the map from (Z/o(g)Z)×2N
to C2NG that associates to the 2N -tuple
(
(m1|n1), ... , (mN |nN)
)
the 2N -conjugacy class
containing
(
(gm1|gn1), ..., (gmN |gnN )
)
is an injective Sp(2N,Z/o(g)Z)-map. This im-
plies that the MapN -orbits of such 2N -conjugacy classes coincide with the orbits of the
defining action of Sp(2N,Z/o(g)Z) on (Z/o(g)Z)×2N . It remains to be shown that the
number gcd(m1, ..., mN , n1, ..., nN , o(g)) characterizes the orbits. To see this, we ana-
lyze how this number changes under the Sp(2N,Z/o(g)Z)-action; it suffices to consider
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the transformation in (3.13) and the one in the first line of (3.14). Now clearly one
has gcd(p, q) = gcd(p+q, q) for any pair (p, q) of integers, as well as, reducing modulo k,
gcd(p, q, k) = gcd(p+q, q, k). In the same way it follows that gcd(m,n, p, q) = gcd(m−q, n,
p−n, q) for any quadruple (m,n, p, q) of integers, as well as
gcd(m,n, p, q, k) = gcd(m− q, n, p− n, q, k) . (3.16)
We conclude that the number gcd(m1, ..., mN , n1, ... , nN , o(g)) indeed characterizes the
orbit of
(
(m1|n1), (m2|n2), ... , (mN |nN)
)
, thus finishing the proof of (ii). ✷
There is an interesting group action on the set C2NG of 2N -conjugacy classes. Denote
by (Z/eGZ)
× the multiplicative group of integers modulo eG, and for any m∈ (Z/eGZ)
×
define the power map
pm,N : (g|x) 7−→
(
(gm1 |x
m
1 ), (g
m
2 |x
m
2 ), ... , (g
m
N |x
m
N )
)
. (3.17)
Owing to gcd(m, eG) = 1, pm,N is a permutation of G
×2N . Moreover, pm,N is equivariant
with respect to the G-action, and so induces a well defined permutation of C2NG for every
N ∈N. For N =1 we simplify notation by setting pm := pm,1.
Proposition 3.6.
(i) The set {pm,N |m∈ (Z/eGZ)
×} furnishes an action of (Z/eGZ)
× on C2NG .
(ii) For N =1, when restricted to the set of diconjugacy classes that are represented by
pairs (g|x) such that [x, g] commutes with both g and x, this action is equivariant with
respect to the action of the genus-1 mapping class groups generated by SG and TG. In
particular, the action on µ−11 (cs) is Map1-equivariant for any s∈Z(G).
(iii) For any N , when restricted to 2N-conjugacy classes that are represented by 2N-tu-
ples of the type
(
(gk1|gl1), ... , (gkN |glN )
)
for some g∈G, this action is MapN -equivariant.
Proof. (i): Clearly, the maps pm,N furnish a group action; p1,N is the identity and
pm,N ◦ pn,N =pmn,N .
(ii): For [x, g] = e we have
TG ◦ pm (g|x) = (g
m|g−mxm) = (gm|(g−1x)m) = pm ◦ TG (g|x) . (3.18)
More generally, in case [x, g] commutes with g and x simple rearrangements of group ele-
ments give (gm|g−mxm) = (gm|(g−1x)m[x, g]m) and (gm|(g−1x)m)g = (gm|(g−1x)m[x, g]m).
Thus in this case we still have TG ◦pm(g|x) =pm ◦TG(g|x). Further, without any as-
sumptions on the pair (g|x) we have
SG ◦ pm : (g|x) 7→ (x
−m|(gm)x
m
) = ((x−m)x
m−1
|((gm)x)x
m−1
) and
pm ◦ SG : (g|x) 7→ (x
−m|(gx)m) = (x−m|(gm)x) .
(3.19)
Hence the action of pm commutes with the action of SG on C
2
G, and with the action of
TG on the subset represented by pairs (g|x) with the property that [x, g] commutes with
g and x, thus proving also (ii).
The proof of (iii) is easy and left to the reader. ✷
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Remark 3.7. In a holomorphic orbifold conformal field theory the (Z/eGZ)
×-action on
µ−11 (ce) as described in Proposition 3.6 (i) corresponds to the action of the Galois group
Gal(Q(e2πi/eG)/Q) on the labels of simple DG-modules as described in [CGR, Sect. 2.2].
Theorem 3.5 shows that a quantum representation necessarily contains sub-representa-
tions (coming from the invariant set µ−1N (ce)) that factor through to the symplectic action
on the first homology of the surface. As can be inferred from the proof of the theorem,
the underlying group actions can be fully understood as quotients of the defining action
of Sp(2N,Z) on Z×2N . One first mods out by the order of a group element, which results
in the natural action of Sp(2N,Z/o(g)Z) on (Z/o(g)Z)×2N . For any given finite group G
it is then a straightforward exercise to work out the additional identifications of points
of (Z/o(g)Z)×2N that are implied by reducing to 2N -conjugacy classes.
A question of obvious interest is therefore whether also in general the mapping class
group action factors through to the symplectic action. In other words, we would like
to know whether the Torelli group TN ≤MapN lies in the kernel of the group homo-
morphism σNG (3.5). At genus g=1 this is not an issue, as the genus-1 Torelli group
is trivial. At genus g=2 the situation is somewhat exceptional: it is known [Me] that
the Torelli group is generated by Dehn twists around genus-1 bounding simple closed
curves. For genus g≥ 3, a classic result [Jo1] shows that the Torelli group is generated
by genus-1 bounding pair maps. Moreover, the mapping class group MapN,1 acts on the
fundamental group π of a surface of genus N and with one hole, and thus also on the
nilpotent quotients π/π[m] of π by the members π[m] := 〈[π, π[m−1]]〉 of its lower central
series. Define MapN,1(m) to be the kernel of this action on π/π[m]. This defines a filtra-
tion, the Johnson filtration of MapN,1, with MapN,1(0)=MapN,1 and MapN,1(1)=TN,1.
It is implied by the main result of [Jo2] that for N ≥ 3, MapN,1(2) is the group generated
by Dehn twists around bounding simple closed curves. Taking the suitable quotients
to MapN,0 there are analogous statements for MapN , TN , and MapN(m). We are thus
ready to state our main result:
Theorem 3.8.
(i) For N ≥ 3 the Torelli group TN is represented non-trivially in the quantum represen-
tation associated with the group G iff G is non-abelian.
(ii) The group T2 is represented non-trivially iff there exists a pair (g|x)∈G×G such
that [g, x] /∈Z(g|x).
(iii) The groupsMapN(2) are represented non-trivially if there exists a pair (g|x)∈G×G
such that [g, x] /∈Z(g|x).
It follows that for N ≥ 3 the quantum representation of MapN factors through to the
symplectic representation iff G is abelian. ForN =2 it can still happen that the quantum
representation factors through to the symplectic representation even if G is non-abelian.
Proof. (i) Since N ≥ 3, TN is generated by genus-1 bounding pair maps. All bounding
pair maps of a given genus are conjugate in the mapping class group, as follows e.g. from
the change of coordinate principle of [FaM]. It is thus enough to check the action of a
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single bounding pair map of genus one; we choose the one generated by the cycles d2
and e2. Put differently, it suffices to check the action of (T
(1)
G )
−1 ◦M
(1)
G , with T
(1)
G and
M
(1)
G as defined in (3.2) and (3.4). Restricting attention to the two ‘right-most’ pairs(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
in a 2N -tuple (g|y), we have
(T
(1)
G )
−1 ◦M
(1)
G :
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
7−→
(
(g | gx[y, h](g−1)x), (g
x[h,y]h | g
x[h,y]y)
)
. (3.20)
Thus if G is abelian, then
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
is mapped to itself, so the bounding pair map
acts trivially. If, on the other hand, G is non-abelian, then
(
(e|e), (h|y)
)
is mapped to(
(e | [y, h]), ([h,y]h | [h,y]y)
)
. Whenever h and y do not commute, this is not conjugate to(
(e|e), (h|y)
)
, hence the bounding pair map acts non-trivially. Moreover, since N ≥ 3,
there do exist 2N -tuples containing quadruples of the relevant type in µ−1N (ce) and in
µ−1N (c) for at least one c 6= ce (albeit not necessarily for every c∈ Im(µN)). Thus the
proof of (i) is complete.
(ii) The group T2 is generated by Dehn twists along separating simple closed curves of
genus 1 and thus, again by the change of coordinate principle, normally generated by a
single curve of that type. Consider a subsurface of the following form:
a
b c
(3.21)
Denote by Ts the mapping class of the Dehn twist around a simple closed curve s. It is
easily checked (using, for instance, the star relation, see Equation (E) in [Ge]) that
(Ta ◦ Tb)
6 = Tc (3.22)
with a, b, and c the curves shown in (3.21). (Likewise one sees that (T−1a ◦T
−1
b )
6=T−1c .)
The Dehn twists Ta and Tb are represented on 2N -tuples by T
(1)
G and U
(1)
G respectively.
Restricting to the pair on which these permutations act non-trivially we have
TG ◦ UG : (h|y) 7→ (yh|h
−1) (3.23)
and thus
(TG ◦ UG)
2 : (h|y) 7→ (yh|h−1y−1) ,
(TG ◦ UG)
3 : (h|y) 7→ (h−1[y, h]|(y−1)h) ,
(3.24)
so that
Tc :
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
7→
(
(g|x), (h[y,h], y[y,h])
)
. (3.25)
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We conclude that the Dehn twist Tc, and thus the group T2, is represented trivially
iff
(
(g|x), (h[y,h], y[y,h])
)
is conjugate to
(
(g|x), (h|y)
)
. This, in turn, is the case iff
[y, h]∈Z(h|y) or [y, h]∈Z(g|x). In other words, T2 acts non-trivially iff there exist two
pairs (g|x) and (h|y) such that [y, h] /∈Z(h|y) ∪Z(g|x). Furthermore, two pairs with this
property exist iff there exists a single pair (g|x) such that [g, x] /∈Z(g|x) – take (h|y) = (g|x)
or (x|g). Considering the action on
(
(g|x), (x|g)
)
, it follows that if T2 acts non-trivially,
then it acts non-trivially on µ−12 (ce). This establishes the statement (ii).
(iii) now follows because the group MapN(2) contains in particular all Dehn twists along
genus-1 separating curves, including the curve c considered in the proof of (ii). ✷
Remark 3.9.
(i) The kernel of the quantum representation of Map1,0 is a level-eG congruence subgroup
[CG, Ba2, SZ]. It is natural to wonder whether this property extends to all genera.
Recall that the level-k principal congruence subgroup MapN [k] of MapN is the kernel of
the natural surjection to Sp(2N,Z/kZ). Theorem 3.8 immediately provides a negative
answer, in general: MapN [k] necessarily contains TN , which according to the theorem
generically is non-trivially represented (unless G is abelian).
(ii) Theorem 3.8 implies that for abelian G, all quantum representations considered here
factor through to the symplectic representation. Actually, it follows from the fact that
in this case all simple objects of the monoidal category of G-modules are invertible that
all quantum representations, not only those discussed here, share this property (this can
e.g. be seen with the help of the so-called TFT construction of [FFRS]).
Let us finally give a procedure to trivialize the action of TN .
Proposition 3.10. The canonical surjection G×2N → (Gab)×2N induces a surjective
MapN -map πN : C
2N
G →C
2N
Gab
.
Proof. It is easy to see that the permutations (3.1) are well-defined on cosets. We content
ourselves to illustrate this property for the case of TG. For p, q∈G
′ we have
TG : (gp|xq) 7−→ (gp|p
−1g−1xq) = (gp|g−1xp−1[p−1, g−1x]q) (3.26)
for any pair g, x∈G, so that the claim follows from p−1[p−1, g−1x]q ∈G′. Further, using
that G′ is a normal subgroup of G, it follows immediately that the canonical surjection
induces a surjection of C2NG onto C
2N
Gab
. ✷
This procedure is very crude, however. Indeed, by Theorem 3.5 there exist, for any
G, MapN -orbits on C
2N
G on which TN acts trivially, whereas G
ab= {e} for any perfect
group G. In other words, the restriction of πN to orbits on which TN acts trivially is in
general not injective.
3.2. Genus 1: SL(2,Z)-action on diconjugacy classes
At genus N =1 there are features that are absent at higher genera. In particular, the
SL(2,Z)-action on µ−11 (ce) can be expressed very concretely.
We first state two simple identities.
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Lemma 3.11. If [x, g] commutes with both g and x, then we have
(gaxb)c = gac xbc [x, g]ab(
c
2) (3.27)
for any triple a, b, c∈Z, with the convention that
(
c
2
)
=sgn(c)
(
|c|
2
)
for |c|> 1 and
(
c
2
)
=0
otherwise.
Proof. For a, b, c∈N this follows easily by induction in c. The elementary identities
[x, g]−1 = [x, g−1]g = [x, g−1] and [x, g]−1 = [x−1, g]x = [x−1, g] (3.28)
then imply that the formula (3.27) even holds for all a, b∈Z. The extension to negative
integers c is directly implied by the stated convention. ✷
Lemma 3.12. If [x, g] commutes with both g and x, then for any
(
k l
m n
)
,
(
p q
r s
)
∈ SL(2,Z)
the pair(
gpk+qmxpl+qn[x, g]pqlm+kl(
p
2)+mn(
q
2)
∣∣ grk+smxrl+sn[x, g]rslm+kl(r2)+mn(s2)) . (3.29)
is conjugate to
(gpk+qmxpl+qn|grk+smxrl+sn[x, g]P ) , (3.30)
with the integer P given by
P = rslm+ kl
(
r
2
)
+mn
(
s
2
)
−
(
(rl+sn)2− (rk+sm)2
)(
pqlm+ kl
(
p
2
)
+mn
(
q
2
))
. (3.31)
Proof. As a first step we prove that the integers pk+qm and pl+qn are coprime. To this
end set d := gcd(pk+qm, pl+qn) and write pk+ qm= da and pl+ qn= db. If p 6=0 we
can write k= (da− qm)/p and l= (db− qn)/p, and because of kn− lm=det
(
k l
m n
)
=1
we have n(da− qm)−m(db− qn) = p if and only if nda−mdb= p, which in turn implies
that d divides p. Since qm= da− pk, qn= db− pl and gcd(p, q) = 1, it then follows that
in fact d|m and d|n, and this implies further that d=1 because also gcd(m,n) = 1. The
same conclusion can be reached when instead p=0; together it follows that pk+ qm is
coprime to pl+ qn, as claimed. Next, by another simple calculation we have
(gaxb)g
cxd = ga xb [x, g]bc−ad. (3.32)
Combining this identity with the Euclidean algorithm (and remembering that [x, g]
commutes with g and x) it follows that we can choose integers a and b in such a way
that (
gpk+qmxpl+qn[x, g]pqlm+kl(
p
2)+mn(
q
2)
)gaxb
= gpk+qmxpl+qn. (3.33)
Conjugating the pair (3.29) with gaxb then establishes that it is indeed conjugate to the
pair (3.30) for some integer P . To determine this number, we note that
(pk + qm) (rl + sn)− (pl + qn) (rk + sm) = (kn− lm) (ps− rq) = 1 , (3.34)
which implies that the integers a and b may be chosen as
a = − (rl + sn)
(
pqlm+ kl
(
p
2
)
+mn
(
q
2
))
,
b = − (rk + sm)
(
pqlm+ kl
(
p
2
)
+mn
(
q
2
))
.
(3.35)
As a result, the integer P takes the value (3.31). ✷
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We can now state
Theorem 3.13. If g, x∈G are such that their commutator [x, g] commutes with both g
and x, then the element
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,Z) acts on the diconjugacy class (g|x) as(
a b
c d
)
: (g|x) 7−→ (gaxb | gcxd) . (3.36)
In particular, the formula (3.36) gives the SL(2,Z)-action on µ−11 (cs) for any s∈Z(G).
In the particular case of s= e, the formula (3.36) for the action on µ−11 (ce) has already
been presented in [KSSB, Eq. (5.2)].
Proof. We first show that the prescription (3.36) defines an action of SL(2,Z) on µ−11 (ce).
Obviously the unit matrix acts as the identity transformation. Further we have(
p q
r s
) (
k l
m n
)
=
( pk+qm pl+qn
rk+sm rl+sn
)
: (g|x) 7−→ (gpk+qmxpl+qn|grk+smxrl+sn) , (3.37)
while (
k l
m n
)
: (g|x) 7−→ (gkxl|gmxn) (3.38)
and (
p q
r s
)
: (gkxl|gmxn) 7−→
(
(gkxl)p(gmxn)q|(gkxl)r(gmxn)s
)
. (3.39)
Clearly, the expressions on the right hand sides of (3.37) and (3.39) coincide if [g, x] = e.
Thus (3.36) indeed defines an action of SL(2,Z) on µ−11 (ce), and in fact even on the set
of commuting pairs. Next we simply note the specific cases(
0 −1
1 0
)
: (g|x) 7→ (x−1|g) and
(
1 0
1 1
)
: (g|x) 7→ (g|g−1x) . (3.40)
Since these two matrices generate the group SL(2,Z), and since the permutations SG
and TG act on commuting pairs in exactly the same way, it follows that Map1 acts on
µ−11 (ce) as advertised.
In generality, note that SG maps (g|x) to (x
−1|gx) = ((x−1)x|gx), so the action of SG and
TG is still given by the formulas (3.40) when interpreted as the action on diconjugacy
classes, even for non-commuting pairs (g|x). What remains to be shown is that if [x, g]
commutes with both g and x, then the expression on the right hand side of (3.39) is
conjugate to the one on the right hand side of (3.37). To see this, we observe that when
combined with the identity
gaxbgcxd = ga+cxb+d [x, g]bc, (3.41)
Lemma 3.11 implies that the right hand side of (3.39) coincides with the expression
(3.29). Next we observe that the identity (3.32) implies that(
grk+smxrl+sn
)gpk+qmxpl+qn
= grk+smxrl+sn[x, g](pk+qm)(rl+sn)−(pl+qn)(rk+sm). (3.42)
Invoking (3.34), this in turn implies(
gpk+qmxpl+qn|grk+smxrl+sn[x, g]P
)(gpk+qmxpl+qn)−P
=
(
gpk+qmxpl+qn|grk+smxrl+sn
)
, (3.43)
with P as in Lemma 3.12. It follows that, under the assumed conditions on g and x, the
right hand side of (3.39) is conjugate to the right hand side of (3.37). This completes
the proof. ✷
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Recall from Remark 3.9 (i) that the kernel of the SL(2,Z)-representation that linearizes
the action on µ−11 (ce) is a level-eG congruence subgroup. We can now state the following
generalization, the proof of which follows directly from Theorem 3.13 together with
Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 3.14. Let g, x∈G be such that [x, g] commutes with both g and x. Denote by
Wg,x the sub-representation of the quantum representation on HomDG-mod(V(c[x,g],id),DG
⋆
⊲)
corresponding to the linearization of the SL(2,Z)-orbit that contains the diconjugacy class
represented by (g|x). Then the kernel of Wg,x is a level-eG congruence subgroup.
Remark 3.15. (i) Theorem 3.14 does not generalize to arbitrary pairs g, x of group
elements. For instance, for G=A5, which has exponent 30, the action of SL(2,Z) on the
orbit containing the diconjugacy class represented by
(
(12345) | (345)
)
does not satisfy
the relations of SL(2,Z/PZ) for P =30, nor for any other P ∈N. More generally, writing
out the actions of (some of) the relators of SL(2,Z/PZ) from [CG, Lemma1] yields
expressions for which there is no obvious reason for being trivial. Accordingly we expect
that the kernels of the linearizations of SL(2,Z)-actions on C2G\µ
−1
1 (ce) will generically
not be congruence subgroups.
(ii) The counter example from part (i) shows in particular that the formula (3.36) cannot
hold on C2G in general.
4. Examples
We now use results from Section 3 to determine the mapping class group orbits on C2NG
for low genus N and a few specific groups G. For fixed group G the number of elements
of C2NG tends to grow rapidly with N . To cope with this complication, various com-
putations, e.g. determining the orbits for genus N > 1, were performed on a computer,
using GAP [GAP]. Concerning names of finite groups, we follow the terminology used
in version 4.7.7 of GAP.
Note that according to Theorem 3.5, among the permutation representations of MapN
produced by the double of a finite group there are always orbits obtained as quotients of
symplectic orbits. Furthermore, these are quotients with respect to the action of power
maps as described in Proposition 3.6 (iii). The structure of such orbits is universal in the
sense that the order of a group element g together with the conjugacy classes containing
all powers of g already determines the corresponding mapping class orbit. For that
reason we first include a short description of the possible quotients of symplectic orbits
that may arise. Afterwards, in the list of examples, we then largely refrain from a precise
description of these kinds of orbits.
4.1. Finite symplectic orbits and their quotients
By definition, the natural action of the symplectic group Sp(2N,Z) on
(
Z/kZ
)2N
factors
through the finite group Sp(2N,Z/kZ). The orbits of 2N -conjugacy classes represented
by elements of the form (3.9) can be identified with Sp(2N,Z)-orbits in
(
Z/kZ
)2N
,
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or orbits in quotients thereof. (A word of warning is in order, however. When fixing
representative tuples to label 2N -conjugacy classes it may happen that taking a relevant
quotient appears to identify two different orbits. This is then entirely an artifact of the
chosen labeling of diconjugacy classes.)
We will now explain how all orbits of this type may be obtained; later on we will
largely restrict the discussion to non-symplectic orbits. Assume first that N =1, and
consider the action of SL(2,Z) on
(
Z/kZ)2. Write the elements of
(
Z/kZ)2 as (m|n).
The element (0|0) is a fixed point, corresponding to the divisor k of k; in addition there
is one orbit for each divisor d of k with d<k, containing the element (d|0) (see Theorem
3.5). The orbit containing (d|0) consists of all elements (p|q) such that gcd(p, q, k) = d.
The number of orbits is thus d(k), the number of divisors of k. It remains to describe
the possible quotients of these orbits. To this end we must characterize the possible
equivalence relations on the SL(2,Z)-set
(
Z/kZ)2. These are precisely the bijective
SL(2,Z)-maps, i.e. the automorphisms of the SL(2,Z)-set
(
Z/kZ)2. We have
Proposition 4.1. A bijection ϕ of the set (Z/kZ)2 commutes with the natural SL(2,Z)-
action iff ϕ is a power map pm for some m∈ (Z/kZ)
×. Moreover, the group of SL(2,Z)-
equivariant automorphisms of (Z/kZ)2 is (Z/kZ)×.
Proof. Let ϕ : (m|n) 7→ (ϕ1(m,n)|ϕ2(m,n)) be an SL(2,Z)-equivariant automorphism of(
Z/kZ
)2
. Using that the generator T preserves the first entry of a pair we see that ϕ1
only depends on the first argument. We further have
S ◦ ϕ((m|n)) = (−ϕ2(m,n)|ϕ1(m)) and
ϕ ◦ S((m|n)) = (ϕ1(−n)|ϕ2(−n,m)) ,
(4.1)
so that requiring that ϕ commutes with S implies that ϕ2(m,n) =ϕ2(n) =ϕ1(n). Then
T ◦ ϕ((m|n)) = (ϕ1(m)|ϕ1(n)− ϕ1(m)) and
ϕ ◦ T ((m|n)) = (ϕ1(m)|ϕ1(n−m) ,
(4.2)
hence the requirement that ϕ commutes with T gives ϕ1(m+n) =ϕ1(m) +ϕ1(n). In
other words, ϕ1 must be an automorphism of the group Z/kZ. The automorphism
group of Z/kZ is
(
Z/kZ
)×
, and it follows that ϕ must be a power map pm for some m.
Conversely, every such power map satisfies the requirement. ✷
Let now N be an arbitrary positive integer, and consider the action of Sp(2N,Z) on(
Z/kZ
)2N
with elements
(
(m1|n1), (m2|n2), ... , (mN |nN)
)
. It follows again from The-
orem 3.5 that there is a fixed point (0|0), and in addition one orbit for each divisor
d of k with d<k, containing the element
(
(d|0), (0|0), ... , (0|0)
)
. The latter orbit con-
tains all elements for which gcd(m1, n1, m2, n2, ... , mN , nN , k) = d. It remains to describe
the possible quotients of these symplectic orbits, so again we need to investigate auto-
morphisms of the Sp(2N,Z)-set
(
Z/kZ
)
2N . However, observe that the automorphisms
which may result in the identification of elements of the type
(
(gk1|gl1), ... , (gkN |glN )
)
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and
(
(gm1|gn1), ... , (gmN |gnN )
)
are implemented by conjugation. In particular, for each
i∈{1, 2, ... , N} the exponent mi can only depend on ki, but not on any other exponent
kj nor on any lj , and likewise ni can only depend only on li. Thus such an automorphism
ϕ acts as ϕ : ki 7→mi=ϕi(ki) and ϕ : li 7→ni=ψi(li). More generally we can state
Proposition 4.2. A bijection ϕ of the set
(
Z/kZ
)2N
of the form
ϕ :
(
(m1|n1), (m2|n2), ... , (mN |nN)
)
7−→
(
(ϕ1(m1)|ψ1(n1)), (ϕ2(m2)|ψ2(n2)), ... , (ϕN(mN )|ψN(nN ))
) (4.3)
commutes with the Sp(2N,Z)-action iff ϕ acts on each pair (mi|ni) as one and the same
power map pm.
Proof. Suppose ϕ is an automorphism of the form (4.3). We demand that ϕ commutes
with all generators of Sp(2N,Z) as given in [Bu]. Equivariance with respect to the
generator that acts as (mi|ni) 7→ (mi+ni|ni) gives ϕi(mi + ni) =ϕi(mi) + ψi(ni), while
equivariance with respect to the mapping (mi|ni) 7→ (ni|−mi) yields ψi(ni) =ϕi(ni) and
ϕi(−mi) =−ϕi(mi). These equalities must hold for all i=1, 2, ..., N and for all mi and
ni. It follows that ψi=ϕi for every i, and that each ϕi is a group automorphism of
Z/kZ. This implies, in turn, that the action of ϕ on a pair (mi|ni) is implemented
by a power map pli for some li ∈
(
Z/kZ
)×
. Imposing that ϕ also commutes with all
transpositions
(
(mi|ni), (mi+1|ni+1)
)
7→
(
(mi+1|ni+1), (mi|ni)
)
then implies that ϕi=ϕj
for all i, j=1, 2, ..., N . It is now easily verified that ϕ commutes with all generators of the
type
(
(mi|ni), (mi+1|ni+1)
)
7→
(
(mi−ni+1|ni), (mi+1−ni|ni+1)
)
as well. This completes
the proof. ✷
Proposition 4.2 enables us to describe any (quotient of a) symplectic orbit that may
occur in the mapping class group action on 2N -conjugacy classes. In order to illustrate
this point, we present the SL(2,Z)-orbits on
(
Z/kZ
)2
for k=3, 4, 5 together with their
quotients. The following figures show the sets
(
Z/kZ
)2
for k=2, 3, 4, 5, together with the
actions of the generators T (displayed as dashed lines) and S (dotted lines) of SL(2,Z).
(0|0) (1|0)
(0|1) (1|1)
(
Z/2Z
)2
: 2 orbits
(4.4)
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(0|0) (1|0) (2|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2)
(
Z/3Z
)2
: 2 orbits
(4.5)
(0|0) (1|0) (2|0) (3|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1) (3|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2) (3|2)
(0|3) (1|3) (2|3) (3|3)
(
Z/4Z
)2
: 3 orbits
(4.6)
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(0|0) (1|0) (2|0) (3|0) (4|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1) (3|1) (4|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2) (3|2) (4|2)
(0|3) (1|3) (2|3) (3|3) (4|3)
(0|4) (1|4) (2|4) (3|4) (4|4)
(
Z/5Z
)2
: 2 orbits
(4.7)
Thus in all four cases there is the fixed point (0|0) and the orbit containing (1|0). In the
case of
(
Z/4Z
)2
there is a further orbit of length three containing (2|0).
We illustrate the possible quotients in the cases k=3, 4, 5. We have
(
Z/3Z
)×
= {1, 2},
so we should mod out by p2, whose action is indicated in the following figure.
(0|0) (1|0) (2|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2)
(
Z/3Z
)2
: p2-action
(4.8)
The quotient can be illustrated by choosing representatives of the equivalence classes,
as indicated in the following figure.
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[(0|0)] [(1|0)]
[(0|1)] [(1|1)] [(2|1)]
(
Z/3Z
)2
/p2
(4.9)
Likewise, the only non-trivial element in
(
Z/4Z
)×
is 3. We have
(0|0) (1|0) (2|0) (3|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1) (3|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2) (3|2)
(0|3) (1|3) (2|3) (3|3)
(
Z/4Z
)2
: p3-action
(4.10)
The corresponding quotient and its SL(2,Z)-action is shown in the next figure.
[(0|0)] [(1|0)] [(2|0)]
[(0|1)] [(1|1)] [(2|1)] [(3|1)]
[(0|2)] [(1|2)] [(2|2)]
(
Z/4Z
)2
/p3
(4.11)
The group
(
Z/5Z
)×
has three non-trivial elements, 2, 3 and 4. Note that 23≡ 3 mod 5,
and 33≡ 2 mod 5, hence the equivalence classes under p2 and p3 coincide. The actions
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of p2 and p4 on
(
Z/5Z
)2
are indicated as follows:
(0|0) (1|0) (2|0) (3|0) (4|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1) (3|1) (4|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2) (3|2) (4|2)
(0|3) (1|3) (2|3) (3|3) (4|3)
(0|4) (1|4) (2|4) (3|4) (4|4)
(
Z/5Z
)2
: p2-action
(4.12)
(0|0) (1|0) (2|0) (3|0) (4|0)
(0|1) (1|1) (2|1) (3|1) (4|1)
(0|2) (1|2) (2|2) (3|2) (4|2)
(0|3) (1|3) (2|3) (3|3) (4|3)
(0|4) (1|4) (2|4) (3|4) (4|4)
(
Z/5Z
)2
: p4-action
(4.13)
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The quotient
(
Z/5Z
)2
/p2 can be illustrated as
[(0|0)] [(1|0)]
[(0|1)] [(1|1)] [(2|1)] [(3|1)] [(4|1)]
(
Z/5Z
)2
/p2
(4.14)
Analogously, the quotient
(
Z/5Z
)2
/p4 takes the form
[(0|0)] [(1|0)] [(2|0)]
[(0|1)] [(1|1)] [(2|1)] [(3|1)] [(4|1)]
[(0|2)] [(1|2)] [(2|2)] [(3|2)] [(4|2)]
(
Z/5Z
)2
/p4
(4.15)
In the sequel we will mainly focus on non-symplectic orbits, referring to the present
subsection for the remaining ones.
4.2. Dihedral groups Dn, genus 1
Basic data. The dihedral group Dn, for n∈N, has the presentation
Dn = 〈x, y | x
n= e= y2, yxy=x−1〉 . (4.16)
The set {yaxp | a=0, 1, p=0, 1, ... , n−1} exhausts the elements of Dn, so that |Dn|=2n.
We assume n> 2, since otherwise Dn is abelian; also note the isomorphism D3∼=S3.
Dn has a normal abelian subgroup 〈x〉∼=Z/nZ; for odd n the subgroups of 〈x〉 are the
only normal subgroups. In D2p in addition the subgroup 〈x
2, y〉∼=Dp is normal. Some
additional pertinent properties of Dn are given in the following list.
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n=2p + 1:
Exponent: 2n = 4p+ 2
Center: Z(Dn) = {e}
Conjugacy classes: ce = {e} ,
cxk = {x
k, x−k} (k∈{1, 2, ... , p}) , cy = {y, xy, ... , x
n−1y}
|CDn| = p+ 2 =
1
2
(n+ 3)
C ′Dn = {cxk | k=0, 1, ... , p}
Centralizers: Zxk = 〈x〉 for k=1, 2, ... , p , Zy = 〈y〉 .
n=2p:
Exponent:
{
n = 2p for p even
2n = 4p for p odd
Center: Z(Dn) = 〈x
p〉 ∼= Z/2Z
Conjugacy classes: ce = {e} ,
cxk = {x
k, x−k} (k∈{1, 2, ... , p−1}) , cxp = {x
p} ,
cy = {y, x
2y, ..., xn−2y} , cxy = {xy, x
3y, ... , xn−1y}
|CDn | = p+ 3 =
1
2
(n+ 6)
C ′Dn =
{
{ce, cx2, .. .cp−1} for p odd
{ce, cx2, ... , cxp} for p even
Centralizers: Zxk = 〈x〉 (k=1, 2, ... , p−1)
Zy = 〈x
p, y〉 ∼= Z/2Z× Z/2Z
Zxy = 〈x
p, xp+1y〉 ∼= Z/2Z× Z/2Z
Map1-orbits on C
2
Dn
for n=2p+1. By the formulas (B.3) and (B.10) for the number
of diconjugacy classes, respectively of diconjugacy classes mapped to ce= {e} by the map
µ1, we have
|C2Dn| =
n2 + 3n + 4
2
= 2p2 + 5p+ 4 and |µ−11 (ce)| =
n2 + 7
2
= 2p2 + 2p+ 4 . (4.17)
It is easily verified that the following pairs of elements form a complete set of represen-
tatives of diconjugacy classes:
(xk|xl) for k=0 and l=0, 1, ... , p or k=1, 2, ... , p and l=0, 1, ... , 2p ,
(y|xk) , (xk|y) , (y|xky) for k=0, 1, ... , p .
(4.18)
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The number of such pairs, and thus of diconjugacy classes, is 1
2
(n2+1)=2p2+2p+1
for the pairs of type (xk|xl), and 1
2
(n+1)= p+1 for the other three types. By abuse of
notation, we use these pairs also to denote the diconjugacy classes they represent. We
then have
µ−11 (ce) = {(x
k|xl), (y|e), (e|y), (y|y)} (4.19)
with k and l as in the first line of the list (4.18) and
µ−11 (cx2k) = {(y|x
k), (xk|y), (y|xky)} (4.20)
for k=1, 2, ... , p.
Note that µ−11 (ce) consists of all those diconjugacy classes that are of the form analyzed
in Theorem 3.5. It follows that µ−11 (ce) splits into symplectic orbits, or possibly quotients
of symplectic orbits. Because of y2= e the set {(y|e), (e|y), (y|y)} can be identified with
the non-trivial symplectic orbit of
(
Z/2Z
)
2. The element x has order 2p+1=:n, so the
remaining orbits can be described starting from the symplectic orbits of (Z/nZ)2. Apart
from the trivial fixed point, there is one such orbit for each divisor d of n with d<n.
There are thus d(n) symplectic orbits, with d(n) the number of divisors of n. As noted
above, the corresponding diconjugacy classes contain two elements, since yxky=x−k.
The map that takes (xk|xl) to (x−k|x−l) coincides with the power map corresponding
to n− 1∈
(
Z/nZ
)×
. Suppose that k divides n and write n= rk; then gcd(n, n−k) = k.
It follows that (x−k|e) belongs to the same orbit as (xk|e), so dividing out the relevant
automorphism does not change the number of orbits. In other words, the set of diconju-
gacy classes represented by pairs of the form (xk|xl) consists of d(n) orbits. Moreover,
these are the quotients of symplectic orbits by the automorphism defined by the power
map corresponding to 2p=n− 1. The set µ−11 (ce) thus consists of d(n) + 1 orbits.
The remaining orbits are quickly determined. Each of the sets µ−11 (cxk) with k =
1, 2, ... , p, is Map1-invariant, and its structure is given by
T : (y|xk) 7→ (y|xky) 7→ (y|xk) , (xk|y) 7→ (xk|y) ,
S : (y|xk) 7→ (xk|y) 7→ (y|xk) , (y|xky) 7→ (y|xky) ,
(4.21)
or pictorially:
(y|xk) (y|xk) (xk |y) (4.22)
To summarize, C2Dn consists of d(n) + p+ 1 Map1-orbits when n = 2p+ 1.
Map1-orbits on C
2
Dn
for n=2p. Equations (B.3) and (B.10) give
|C2Dn| =
1
2
(n2 + 6n + 16) = 2p2 + 6p+ 8 and
|µ−11 (ce)| =
1
2
(n2 + 28) = 2p2 + 14 .
(4.23)
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We again denote diconjugacy classes by chosen representatives. Then we get the types
(xk|xl) for k= p, 0 and l=0, 1, ... , p
or k=1, 2, ... , p−1 and l=0, 1, ... , 2p−1 ,
(y|xk) , (xk|y) , (xy|xk) , (xk|xy) , (y|xky) , (xy|xk+1y)
for k=0, 1, ... , p .
(4.24)
The numbers of these are 1
2
(n2 + 4)=2p2 + 2 for type (xk|xl) and 1
2
(n + 2)= p + 1 for
each of the other types. Further, these types are distributed as
µ−11 (ce) = {(x
k|xl), (y|xǫp), (xǫp|y), (xǫp|xy), (xy|xǫp), (y|xǫpy), (xy|xǫp+1y)} (4.25)
with ǫ=0, 1 and
µ−11 (cx2k) = {((y|x
k), (xk|y), (xy|xk), (xk|xy), (y|xky), (xy|xk+1y)} (4.26)
with k=1, 2, ... , p−1.
Again there are many symplectic orbits, all of which are contained in µ−11 (ce). More
precisely, these are the orbits containing the diconjugacy classes of the pairs of type
(xk|xl), (y|e), (e|y), (y|y), (xy|e), (e|xy), and (xy|xy). The latter six diconjugacy classes
form two orbits, each being equivalent to the non-trivial orbit in
(
Z/2Z
)
2. The dicon-
jugacy classes of type (xk|xl) constitute the orbits of the quotient
(
Z/nZ
)
2/pn−1. As in
the case of odd n it is easily verified that there are d(n) such orbits. In total we have
thus obtained d(n) + 2 (quotients of) symplectic orbits.
The remaining orbits are easily determined by hand. Assume that p is odd; then the
remaining part of µ−11 (ce) forms a single orbit according to
(xp|y)
(y|xp) (y|xpy)
(xy|xp+1y)
(xy|xp)(xp|xy)
(4.27)
If instead p is even, then the diconjugacy classes represented by (xp|y), (y|xp) and (y|xpy)
form an invariant subset, by Proposition 3.2 (ii). Thus for even p the remaining part of
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µ−11 (ce) splits into two orbits:
(xp|y) (y|xp) (y|xpy)
(xp|xy) (xy|xp) (xy|xp+1y)
(4.28)
Proposition 3.2 (ii) also implies that the orbits in µ−11 (cx2k) with k=1, 2, ... , p−1 follow
a similar pattern. We have
µ−11 (cx2k) , k ∈ 2Z+1: (xk|y)
(y|xk) (y|xky)
(xy|xk+1y)
(xy|xk)(xk|xy)
(4.29)
and
µ−11 (cx2k) , k ∈ 2Z:
(xk |y) (y|xk) (y|xky)
(xk |xy) (xy|xk) (xy|xk+1y)
(4.30)
To summarize the n=2p situation: When p is odd, then the set C2Dn of diconjugacy
classes splits into d(n) + 3 p−1
2
+3 orbits, while for even p it splits into d(n) + 2+ 3p
2
orbits.
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4.3. Generalized quaternion groups Q4p, genus 1
The generalized quaternion group Q4p has the presentation
Q4p = 〈x, y | x
2p= e, xp= y2, y−1xy=x−1〉 . (4.31)
The order of Q4p is 4p, and we may enumerate the elements as
y2ǫxkya with ǫ, a∈{0, 1}, k ∈{0, ... , , p−1} , (4.32)
where x−k= y2xp−k and (xky)−1= y2xky . The exponent of Q4p is 2p for p∈ 2Z and 4p
for p∈ 2Z+1, respectively, and the center of Q4p is given by Z(Q4p) = 〈y
2〉∼=Z/2Z. The
conjugacy classes are
ce = {e} , cxk = {x
k, x−k} for k ∈{1, 2, ... , p−1} ,
cy2 = {y
2} , cy = {x
2ky | k=0, 1, ... , p−1} ,
cxy = {x
2k+1y | k=0, 1, ... , p−1} ,
(4.33)
so that
|CQ4p| = p+ 3 and C
′
Q4p
=
{
{ce, cx2, ... , cxp−1} for p odd ,
{ce, cx2, ... , cxp−2, cy2} for p even .
(4.34)
The centralizers are
Zxk = 〈x〉 ∼= Z/2pZ for k∈{1, 2, ... , p−1} ,
Zy = 〈y〉 ∼= Z/4Z and Zxy = 〈xy〉 ∼= Z/4Z .
(4.35)
Equations (B.3) and (B.10) give
|C2Q4p| = 2p
2 + 6p+ 8 and |µ−11 (ce)| = 2p
2 + 14 . (4.36)
The subgroup 〈x〉∼=Z/2pZ is normal, as is the subgroup generated by y and x2. The
striking similarity with D2p should not come as a surprise, as Q4p and D2p have the same
character table.
Labeling diconjugacy classes by representatives, the following list exhausts C2Q4p (the
number in brackets gives the total number of classes of the respective type).
(xk|xl) for k, l∈{0, ... , p−1}, (k, l) 6= (0, 0) (p2 − 1)
(xk|y2xl) for k∈{1, ... , p−1}, l∈ {0, ... , p−1} (p2− p)
(y2|xk) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(e|e), (e|y2), (y2|e), (y2|y2) (4)
(e|y), (y|e), (y|y), (y|y2), (y2|y), (y|y3) (6)
(e|xy), (xy|e), (xy|xy), (xy|y2), (y2|xy), (xy, y2xy) (6)
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(xk|y) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(y|xk) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(xk|xy) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(xy|xk) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(y|xky) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(xy|xkxy) for k ∈{1, ... , p−1} (p− 1)
(4.37)
The first six rows of this list exhaust µ−11 (ce). The diconjugacy classes contained in
rows 1 – 4 make up a quotient of the symplectic orbits on (Z/2pZ)2, namely the quotient
with respect to the power map corresponding to 2p−1∈ (Z/2pZ)×, which implements
the conjugacy relating (xk|xl) and (x−k|x−l). There are always the orbits containing
(y2|e) (of length three), corresponding to the divisor 2 of 2p, and (x|e), corresponding
to the divisor p of 2p. In total there are of course d(2p) orbits residing in the first four
rows. Rows 5 and 6 are covered by Theorem 3.5 as well; they correspond to powers
of y and of xy, respectively. Note, however, that (xy)2= y2, so potentially there are
identifications between the orbits. The details depend on the parity of p. For p even
(when y is conjugate to y−1), both rows 5 and 6 separately constitute the length 6-orbit
of the quotient (Z/4Z)/p3 shown in (4.11). For p odd (when y
−1 is conjugate to xy) the
elements in these two rows now describe a single length-12 orbit pictured as follows.
(e|y) (y|e)
(y|y3)
(y|y)
(y|y2) (y2|y)
(e|xy) (xy|e)
(xy|y2xy)
(xy|xy)
(xy|y2) (y2|xy)
(4.38)
The set µ−11 (ce) thus consists of d(2p)+1 orbits when p is odd, and of d(2p)+2 orbits
when p is even.
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This concludes the description of the SL(2,Z)-orbits in µ−11 (ce). Before describing the
remaining Map1-orbits, let us see how the rest of C
2
Q4p
fibers over C ′Q4p. We have
µ−11 (cx2k) = {(x
k|y), (xp−k|y), (y|xk), (y|xp−k), (xy|xk), (xy|xp−k) ,
(xk|xy), (xp−k|xy), (y|xky), (y|xp−ky), (xy|xk+1y), (xy, xp−k+1y)
for
{
k ∈ {1, ... , p−1
2
} if p∈ 2Z+1 ,
k ∈ {1, ... , p
2
− 1} if p∈ 2Z ,
µ−11 (cy2) = {(x
p/2|y), (y|xp/2), (xy|xp/2), (xp/2|xy), (y|xp/2y), (xy|xp/2+1y)}
if p∈ 2Z ,
(4.39)
Consider first the case k=2l+1 odd. The set µ−11 (cX2k) then forms a single SL(2,Z)-
orbit that can be illustrated as
µ−11 (cx4l+2) :
(xp−2l−1|xy)
(xy|xp−2l−1)
(xy|x2l+2y) (xy|xp−2ly)
(xy|x2l+1)
(x2l+1|xy)
(x2l+1|y)
(y|x2l+1)
(y|x2l+1y)(y|xp−2l−1y)
(y|xp−2l−1)
(xp−2l−1|y)
(4.40)
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Next consider the case k=2l is even, and suppose first that p is odd. The set µ−11 (cx4l)
again consists of a single orbit, shown in the following figure:
µ−11 (cx4l) :
p ∈ 2Z+ 1
(x2l|y)
(xy|x2l)
(y|x2l)
(x2l|xy)
(y|x2ly) (y|xp−2ly)
(y|xp−2l)
(xp−2l|xy) (xp−2l|y)
(xy|xp−2l)
(xy|xp−2lxy) (xy|x2lxy)
(4.41)
If instead p is even, then the diconjugacy classes that have representatives in the sub-
group H = 〈y, x2〉 form proper invariant subsets of µ−11 (cx2k), i.e. the diconjugacy class
represented by (xy|x2l) does not have a representative with the first element in H . By
Proposition 3.2 (ii) it follows that the set µ−11 (cx4l) for 2l 6= p consists of two orbits, as
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shown in the following figure:
µ−11 (cx4l) :
p ∈ 2Z
(x2l|y) (y|x2l)
(y|xp−2ly)
(y|x2ly)
(y|xp−2l) (xp−2l|y)
(x2l|xy) (xy|x2l)
(xy|xp−2lxy)
(xy|x2lxy)
(xy|xp−2l) (xp−2l|xy)
(4.42)
The same argument implies that if p is even, then the orbits on µ−11 (cy2) depend on
p mod 4, as shown in the following pictures.
µ−11 (cy2) , p∈ 4Z:
(xp/2|y) (y|xp/2) (y|xp/2y)
(xp/2|xy) (xy|xp/2) (xy|xp/2+1y)
(4.43)
µ−11 (cy2) , p∈ 4Z+2: (xp/2|y)
(y|xp/2) (y|xp/2y)
(xy|xp/2+1y)
(xy|xp/2)(xp/2|xy)
(4.44)
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To summarize, when p is odd, then the set C2Q4p consists of d(2p)+(p+3)/2 Map1-orbits.
When p≡ 0 mod 4 there are d(2p) + (3p + 8)/4 orbits, and when p≡ 2 mod 4 there are
d(2p) + (3p+6)/4 orbits.
4.4. Genus 2 and 3
4.4.1. S3
Recall that S3 is isomorphic to D3. We denote the non-trivial elements of S3 as
a1 := (23) , a2 := (13) , a3 := (12) , b := (123) , b
−1 = (132) . (4.45)
Then the three conjugacy classes of S3 are ce= {e}, ca= {a1, a2, a3} and cb= {b, b
−1},
while C ′S3 = {ce, cb}.
Map2-orbits: Obviously, Im(µ2) =C
′
S3
. Using GAP we obtain
|C4S3| = 251 , |µ
−1
2 (ce)| = 116 , |µ
−1
2 (cb)| = 135 . (4.46)
We list the sets µ−12 (ce) and µ
−1
2 (cb) is Table 2 and in Table 3, respectively; in both cases
4-conjugacy classes are denoted by representative 4-tuples. Let us determine the orbits,
starting with µ−12 (ce). The quotient of the mapping class group that acts effectively on
µ−12 (ce) has order 394 419 752 309 411 020 800; it is a centerless group, i.e. the hyperelliptic
involution (the only non-trivial central element in Map2) is represented trivially.
The first entry d1 ∈µ
−1
2 (ce) in Table 3 is a fixed point, while the 4-conjugacy classes
d2 – d41 fall into the conditions both of Proposition 3.2 (ii) and of Theorem 3.5. In other
words, the latter set is mapping class invariant. Next, the classes d42 – d56 satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3.5 and therefore form a mapping class invariant subset of order
15. The remaining set is of order 60. Let us denote these sets of orders 15, 40, and
60 by X15, X40, and X60, respectively. In contrast, none of the results of Section 3 is
applicable to µ−12 (cb), so we simply set µ
−1
2 (cb) =:X135.
The set X15 consists of one Map2-orbit that coincides with the non-trivial symplectic
orbit on
(
Z/2Z
)4
. Inspection reveals that all generators have order two, and indeed
are products of disjoint transpositions. The group generated by these permutations, a
quotient of the image of the quantum representation, has order 720 and is isomorphic
to S6. The stabilizer of any given 4-conjugacy class has order 48 and is isomorphic to
Z/2Z×S4. An alternative characterization of the mapping class orbit X15 is that it is
equivalent to the orbit of the action of S6 on two-element subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
The set X40 consists of a single Map2-orbit, too, coinciding with the non-trivial orbit in
the quotient
(
Z/3Z
)4
/p2,2. The group generated by the action of T
(i) and U (i), i=1, 2,
and L on X40 has order 25 920 and is isomorphic to the simple group O(5, 3). The
stabilizer of any one of the elements of X40 has order 648.
The Map2-set X60 consists of a single orbit. The quotient of Map2 that acts effectively
on X60 has order 15 216 811 431 690 240; it is centerless but not simple, with three proper
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d1 =
(
(e|e), (e|e)
)
d2 =
(
(b|e), (e|e)
)
d3 =
(
(b|b), (e|e)
)
d4 =
(
(e|b), (e|e)
)
d5 =
(
(b|e), (b|e)
)
d6 =
(
(e|b), (b|e)
)
d7 =
(
(b|b), (b|e)
)
d8 =
(
(e|e), (b|e)
)
d9 =
(
(e|e), (e|b)
)
d10 =
(
(b|e), (e|b)
)
d11 =
(
(e|b), (e|b)
)
d12 =
(
(b|b), (e|b)
)
d13 =
(
(e|e), (b|b)
)
d14 =
(
(b|e), (b|b)
)
d15 =
(
(e|b), (b|b)
)
d16 =
(
(b|b), (b|b)
)
d17 =
(
(b|b−1), (e|e)
)
d18 =
(
(b|e), (b−1|e)
)
d19 =
(
(b|b−1), (b−1|e)
)
d20 =
(
(b|e), (e|b−1)
)
d21 =
(
(b|b−1), (e|b−1)
)
d22 =
(
(b|e), (b−1|b−1)
)
d23 =
(
(b|b−1), (b−1|b−1)
)
d24 =
(
(e|b), (b−1|e)
)
d25 =
(
(b|b−1), (b|e)
)
d26 =
(
(e|b), (e|b−1)
)
d27 =
(
(b|b−1), (e|b)
)
d28 =
(
(e|b), (b−1|b−1)
)
d29 =
(
(b|b−1), (b|b)
)
d30 =
(
(b|b), (b−1|e)
)
d31 =
(
(b|b), (e|b−1)
)
d32 =
(
(b|b), (b−1|b−1)
)
d33 =
(
(e|e), (b|b−1)
)
d34 =
(
(b|e), (b−1|b)
)
d35 =
(
(e|b), (b−1|b)
)
d36 =
(
(b|b), (b−1|b)
)
d37 =
(
(b|e), (b|b−1)
)
d38 =
(
(b|b−1), (b|b−1)
)
d39 =
(
(e|b), (b|b−1)
)
d40 =
(
(b|b−1), (b−1|b)
)
d41 =
(
(b|b), (b|b−1)
)
d42 =
(
(e|a1), (e|a1)
)
d43 =
(
(a1|a1), (e|a1)
)
d44 =
(
(e|e), (a1|a1)
)
d45 =
(
(a1|e), (a1|a1)
)
d46 =
(
(e|a1), (a1|a1)
)
d47 =
(
(a1|a1), (a1|a1)
)
d48 =
(
(e|e), (a1|e)
)
d49 =
(
(a1|e), (a1|e)
)
d50 =
(
(e|a1), (a1|e)
)
d51 =
(
(a1|a1), (a1|e)
)
d52 =
(
(a1|e), (e|e)
)
d53 =
(
(e|a1), (e|e)
)
d54 =
(
(a1|a1), (e|e)
)
d55 =
(
(e|e), (e|a1)
)
d56 =
(
(a1|e), (e|a1)
)
d57 =
(
(a1|e), (a3|e)
)
d58 =
(
(a1|e), (e|a2)
)
d59 =
(
(a1|e), (a2|a2)
)
d60 =
(
(e|a1), (a3|e)
)
d61 =
(
(e|a1), (e|a2)
)
d62 =
(
(e|a1), (a2|a2)
)
d63 =
(
(a1|a1), (a3|e)
)
d64 =
(
(a1|a1), (e|a2)
)
d65 =
(
(a1|a1), (a2|a2)
)
d66 =
(
(a1|a1), (a2|a1)
)
d67 =
(
(a1|a2), (a2|a1)
)
d68 =
(
(a1|a2), (a1|a2)
)
d69 =
(
(a2|b), (b|a2)
)
d70 =
(
(b|e), (a2|a2)
)
d71 =
(
(e|b), (a2|a2)
)
d72 =
(
(b|b), (a2|a2)
)
d73 =
(
(b|e), (a3|e)
)
d74 =
(
(b|b−1), (a3|e)
)
d75 =
(
(e|b), (a3|e)
)
d76 =
(
(b|b), (a3|e)
)
d77 =
(
(a1|a2), (a2|b−1)
)
d78 =
(
(b|b−1), (e|a2)
)
d79 =
(
(a1|b−1), (b−1|a2)
)
d80 =
(
(a2|b), (b|a2)
)
d81 =
(
(a2|a2), (b|a2)
)
d82 =
(
(b|a2), (b−1|a2)
)
d83 =
(
(b|b−1), (a2|a2)
)
d84 =
(
(a3|e), (b|e)
)
d85 =
(
(a2|e), (e|b)
)
d86 =
(
(e|a2), (e|b)
)
d87 =
(
(b−1|a1), (a2|b−1)
)
d88 =
(
(b|a2), (a2|b)
)
d89 =
(
(a2|a2), (a2|b)
)
d90 =
(
(a2|b), (a2|b−1)
)
d91 =
(
(a2|a1), (b−1|a2)
)
d92 =
(
(a2|a2), (e|b)
)
d93 =
(
(e|a3), (b|e)
)
d94 =
(
(a3|a3), (b|e)
)
d95 =
(
(a2|a1), (a2|b−1)
)
d96 =
(
(a1|b), (a2|b−1)
)
d97 =
(
(a2|b), (a2|b−1)
)
d98 =
(
(b|a1), (b−1|a2)
)
d99 =
(
(a1|a2), (b−1|a2)
)
d100 =
(
(b|a2), (b−1|a2)
)
d101 =
(
(a2|e), (b|b)
)
d102 =
(
(e|a2), (b|b)
)
d103 =
(
(a2|a2), (b|b)
)
d104 =
(
(b|a2), (a2|b)
)
d105 =
(
(a2|e), (b|b−1)
)
d106 =
(
(e|a2), (b|b−1)
)
d107 =
(
(a2|a2), (b|b−1)
)
d108 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a1|a2)
)
d109 =
(
(b|a2), (a2|a2)
)
d110 =
(
(b|e), (e|a2)
)
d111 =
(
(a1|b−1), (a1|a2)
)
d112 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a1|a2)
)
d113 =
(
(e|b), (e|a2)
)
d114 =
(
(b|b), (e|a2)
)
d115 =
(
(b−1|a1), (a2|a2)
)
d116 =
(
(b|a2), (a2|a2)
)
Table 2: The set µ−12 (ce), in terms of representatives of the 4-conjugacy classes
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f1 =
(
(a3|b−1), (e|e)
)
f2 =
(
(b−1|a3), (e|e)
)
f3 =
(
(a3|b−1), (b−1|e)
)
f4 =
(
(b−1|a3), (b−1|e)
)
f5 =
(
(a3|b−1), (a3|e)
)
f6 =
(
(b−1|a3), (a3|e)
)
f7 =
(
(a3|b−1), (e|b−1)
)
f8 =
(
(b−1|a3), (e|b−1)
)
f9 =
(
(a3|b−1), (b−1|b−1)
)
f10 =
(
(b−1|a3), (b−1|b−1)
)
f11 =
(
(e|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f12 =
(
(b−1|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f13 =
(
(a3|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f14 =
(
(e|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f15 =
(
(b−1|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f16 =
(
(a3|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f17 =
(
(e|a3), (a3|b−1)
)
f18 =
(
(a3|a3), (a3|b−1)
)
f19 =
(
(a3|b−1), (e|a3)
)
f20 =
(
(b−1|a3), (e|a3)
)
f21 =
(
(e|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f22 =
(
(b−1|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f23 =
(
(a3|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f24 =
(
(e|b−1), (b−1|a3)
)
f25 =
(
(b−1|b−1), (b−1|a3)
)
f26 =
(
(e|a3), (b−1|a3)
)
f27 =
(
(b−1|a3), (b−1|a3)
)
f28 =
(
(a3|a3), (b−1|a3)
)
f29 =
(
(a3|b−1), (a3|a3)
)
f30 =
(
(b−1|a3), (a3|a3)
)
f31 =
(
(a1|a3), (e|e)
)
f32 =
(
(a1|a3), (b−1|e)
)
f33 =
(
(a2|a3), (b−1|e)
)
f34 =
(
(b|a3), (b−1|e)
)
f35 =
(
(a1|b−1), (a3|e)
)
f36 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a3|e)
)
f37 =
(
(a1|a3), (a3|e)
)
f38 =
(
(a1|a3), (e|b−1)
)
f39 =
(
(a2|a3), (e|b−1)
)
f40 =
(
(b|a3), (e|b−1)
)
f41 =
(
(a1|a3), (b−1|b−1)
)
f42 =
(
(a2|a3), (b−1|b−1)
)
f43 =
(
(b|a3), (b−1|b−1)
)
f44 =
(
(a1|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f45 =
(
(a2|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f46 =
(
(b|e), (a3|b−1)
)
f47 =
(
(a1|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f48 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f49 =
(
(b|b−1), (a3|b−1)
)
f50 =
(
(a2|a3), (a3|b−1)
)
f51 =
(
(b|a3), (a3|b−1)
)
f52 =
(
(a1|b−1), (e|a3)
)
f53 =
(
(a2|b−1), (e|a3)
)
f54 =
(
(a1|a3), (e|a3)
)
f55 =
(
(a1|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f56 =
(
(a2|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f57 =
(
(b|e), (b−1|a3)
)
f58 =
(
(b|b−1), (b−1|a3)
)
f59 =
(
(a1|a3), (b−1|a3)
)
f60 =
(
(a1|b−1), (a3|a3)
)
f61 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a3|a3)
)
f62 =
(
(a1|a3), (a3|a3)
)
f63 =
(
(a3|b), (b−1|e)
)
f64 =
(
(b−1|a1), (a3|e)
)
f65 =
(
(a3|a1), (a3|e)
)
f66 =
(
(b−1|a2), (a3|e)
)
f67 =
(
(a3|b), (e|b−1)
)
f68 =
(
(a3|b), (b−1|b−1)
)
f69 =
(
(e|a1), (a3|b−1)
)
f70 =
(
(a3|a1), (a3|b−1)
)
f71 =
(
(e|a2), (a3|b−1)
)
f72 =
(
(e|b), (a3|b−1)
)
f73 =
(
(b−1|b), (a3|b−1)
)
f74 =
(
(b−1|a1), (e|a3)
)
f75 =
(
(a3|a1), (e|a3)
)
f76 =
(
(b−1|a2), (e|a3)
)
f77 =
(
(e|a1), (b−1|a3)
)
f78 =
(
(b−1|a1), (b−1|a3)
)
f79 =
(
(e|a2), (b−1|a3)
)
f80 =
(
(b−1|a2), (b−1|a3)
)
f81 =
(
(a3|a2), (b−1|a3)
)
f82 =
(
(e|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f83 =
(
(b−1|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f84 =
(
(a3|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f85 =
(
(b−1|a1), (a3|a3)
)
f86 =
(
(a3|a1), (a3|a3)
)
f87 =
(
(b−1|a2), (a3|a3)
)
f88 =
(
(a2|a1), (a3|e)
)
f89 =
(
(a1|a1), (a3|b−1)
)
f90 =
(
(b|a1), (a3|b−1)
)
f91 =
(
(a1|a2), (a3|b−1)
)
f92 =
(
(a2|a2), (a3|b−1)
)
f93 =
(
(b|a2), (a3|b−1)
)
f94 =
(
(b|b), (a3|b−1)
)
f95 =
(
(a2|a1), (e|a3)
)
f96 =
(
(a1|a1), (b−1|a3)
)
f97 =
(
(a2|a1), (b−1|a3)
)
f98 =
(
(a2|a2), (b−1|a3)
)
f99 =
(
(a1|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f100 =
(
(a2|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f101 =
(
(b|b), (b−1|a3)
)
f102 =
(
(a2|a1), (a3|a3)
)
f103 =
(
(a3|b−1), (b|b−1)
)
f104 =
(
(b−1|a3), (b|b−1)
)
f105 =
(
(e|e), (a1|a3)
)
f106 =
(
(b−1|e), (a1|a3)
)
f107 =
(
(a3|e), (a1|a3)
)
f108 =
(
(e|b−1), (a1|a3)
)
f109 =
(
(b−1|b−1), (a1|a3)
)
f110 =
(
(e|a3), (a1|a3)
)
f111 =
(
(b−1|a3), (a1|a3)
)
f112 =
(
(a3|a3), (a1|a3)
)
f113 =
(
(b−1|e), (a2|a3)
)
f114 =
(
(e|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f115 =
(
(b−1|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f116 =
(
(a3|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f117 =
(
(a1|a3), (b|b−1)
)
f118 =
(
(a2|a3), (b|b−1)
)
f119 =
(
(b|a3), (b|b−1)
)
f120 =
(
(a1|e), (a1|a3)
)
f121 =
(
(a2|e), (a1|a3)
)
f122 =
(
(b|b−1), (a1|a3)
)
f123 =
(
(a1|a3), (a1|a3)
)
f124 =
(
(a1|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f125 =
(
(a2|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f126 =
(
(b|b−1), (a2|a3)
)
f127 =
(
(a3|b), (b|b−1)
)
f128 =
(
(e|a1), (a1|a3)
)
f129 =
(
(b−1|a1), (a1|a3)
)
f130 =
(
(e|a2), (a1|a3)
)
f131 =
(
(b−1|a2), (a1|a3)
)
f132 =
(
(a3|a2), (a1|a3)
)
f133 =
(
(a1|a1), (a1|a3)
)
f134 =
(
(a2|a1), (a1|a3)
)
f135 =
(
(a2|a2), (a1|a3)
)
Table 3: The set µ−12 (cb), in terms of representatives
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normal subgroups. It is not perfect, but the derived subgroup has index 2. The stabilizer
of any given point in X60 has order 253 613 523 861 504. The Torelli group T2 acts non-
trivially on X60; the action of the element Tc from (3.25) is indicated in the following
figure:
X60, Tc:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
d57
d58
d59
d60
d61
d62
d63
d64
d65
d66
d67
d68
d69 d70 d71 d72 d73
d74
d75
d76
d77
d78
d79
d80
d81
d82
d83
d84
d85
d86
d87
d88
d89
d90
d91
d92
d93
d94
d95
d96
d97
d98
d99
d100
d101d102d103d104d105
d106
d107
d108
d109
d110
d111
d112
d113
d114
d115
d116
Next consider the set µ−12 (cb). None of the results of Section 3 is applicable, so we
cannot draw any immediate conclusions regarding the existence of invariant subsets. A
GAP calculation shows that X135 is a single Map2-orbit, and the quotient of Map2 acting
effectively on X135 has order 102 662 358 058 319 877 641 002 337 100 103 680. This group
is centerless and non-simple, with derived subgroup of index 2. The Torelli group T2
acts non-trivially on X135.
The above data are summarized in the following two tables: The Map2-orbits in
µ−12 (ce)⊂C
4
S3
have the characteristics
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Name Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.
–
(
(e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes
X15
(
(a1|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes
X40
(
(b|e), (e|e)
)
40 O(5, 3) 648 yes
X60
(
(a1|e), (a2|e)
)
60 15 216 811 431 690 240 253 613 523 861 504 no
while for the Map2-orbits in µ
−1
2 (cb)⊂C
4
S3
we have
Name Representative Length Map2-quotient
X135
(
(a3|b), (e|e)
)
135 102 662 358 058 319 877 641 002 337 100 103 680
Stabilizer Sympl.
760 461 911 543 110 204 748 165 460 000 768 no
These tables list the following data for each orbit: a representative 4-tuple of one
4-conjugacy class generating the orbit; the length of the orbit; information about the
quotient of Map2 acting effectively on the orbit, either in the form of the name of a
finite group isomorphic to the quotient or as the order of the quotient; and information
about the stabilizer of one of the elements of the orbit, either as the name of a group
isomorphic to the stabilizer or as the order of the stabilizer. The final datum indicates
whether the Map2-action on the orbit factors through the symplectic group (yes) or not
(no) or, equivalently, whether the Torelli group T2 acts trivially (yes) or not (no).
Map3-orbits: We have |C
6
S3
|=8051, |µ−13 (ce)|=2948 and |µ
−1
3 (cb)|=5103. Let us first
examine the case µ−13 (ce). The 6-conjugacy classes represented by elements of the form(
(ak11 |a
l1
1 ), (a
k2
1 |a
l2
1 ), (a
k2
1 |a
l2
1 )
)
make up the two Map3-orbits on (Z/2Z)
6, one fixed point
and one orbit of length 63. Replacing a1 by b we get instead the non-trivial orbit on
(Z/3Z)6/p2,3, which is of length 364. The remaining 6-conjugacy classes in µ
−1
3 (ce) form
a single orbit of length 2520; calculating the action on this orbit of the element (3.20)
shows that the Torelli group T3 acts non-trivially. Some features of these Map3-orbits
are summarized in the following table:
Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(a1|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
63 1 451 520 23 040 yes(
(b|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
364 4 585 351 680 12 597 120 yes(
e|e), (a1|e), (e|a3)
)
2 520 ∼ 10284 ∼ 10281 no
The set µ−13 (cb) consists of a single Map3-orbit of length 5 103, on which the Torelli group
acts non-trivially:
Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(a3|a1), (e|e), (e|e)
)
5 103 ∼ 10420 ∼ 10417 no
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4.4.2. D4
We refer to Section 4.2 for notation; recall that C ′D4 = {ce, cx2} and that x
2 is central.
Map2-orbits: We have |C
4
D4
|=1 216, distributed over µ−12 (ce) of order 736 and µ
−1
2 (cx2)
of order 480. Since x2 is central in D4, it follows from Theorem 3.8 (ii) that the Torelli
group T2 acts trivially on C
4
D4
. The set µ−12 (ce) consists of 11 Map2-orbits. The 4-conju-
gacy classes represented by elements of the form
(
(xk1 |xl1), (xk2|xl2)
)
describe the three
symplectic orbits, of lengths 1, 15 and 120, of the quotient (Z/4Z)4/p3,2. The diconju-
gacy classes of the form
(
(yk1|yl1), (yk2|yl2)
)
constitute the non-trivial symplectic orbit
in (Z/2Z)4, which is of length 15; there is an isomorphic symplectic orbit consisting of
diconjugacy classes of the form
(
((xy)k1|(xy)l1), ((xy)k2|(xy)l2)
)
. There are two orbits
of length 45, generated from the 4-conjugacy classes represented by
(
(y|e), (x2|e)
)
, re-
spectively
(
(x3y|e), (x|e)
)
. The 4-conjugacy classes represented by
(
(y|x2), (e|e)
)
and(
(x3y|x2), (e|e)
)
, respectively, generate two orbits of length 60. Finally there are two
orbits of length 180 generated from the 4-conjugacy classes represented by
(
(y|e), (x|e)
)
and by
(
(y|x2), (x|e)
)
, respectively. Some properties of the Map2-orbits are repeated in
the following table:
Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(y|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes(
(x2|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes(
(xy|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes(
(x|e), (e|e)
)
120 368 640 3 072 yes(
(y|e), (x2|e)
)
45 S6 Z/2Z×D4 yes(
(x3y|e), (x|e)
)
45 S6 Z/2Z×D4 yes(
(y|x2), (e|e)
)
60 S6 D6 yes(
(x3y|x2), (e|e)
)
60 S6 D6 yes(
(y|e), (x|e)
)
180 368 640 2 048 yes(
(y|x2), (x|e)
)
180 368 640 2 048 yes
The set µ−12 (cx2) consists of a single Map2-orbit. The quotient of Map2 that acts effec-
tively on this orbit has order 11 796 480, and the stabilizer on any element of the orbit
has order 24 576:
Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Symplectic(
(y|x), (e|e)
)
480 11 796 480 24 576 yes
Map3-orbits: We have |C
6
D4
|=68 608, |µ−13 (ce)|=36 352 and |µ
−1
3 (cx2)|=32 256. The
set µ−13 (ce) consists of 11 Map3-orbits. The 6-conjugacy classes represented by tu-
ples of the form
(
(xk1 |xl1), (xk2|xl2), (xk3 |xl3)
)
split into three orbits: the trivial fixed
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point, an orbit of length 63 equivalent to the non-trivial orbit on (Z/2Z)6, and an or-
bit of length 2016 generated from
(
(x|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
. The two orbits generated from(
(y|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
and
(
(xy|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
are equivalent to the non-trivial orbit of
(Z/2Z)6, too, and are thus both of length 63. There are in addition two orbits of
length 945, two orbits of length 1 008, and two orbits of length 15 120. In all cases but
three, the quotient acting effectively on the orbit is isomorphic to O(7, 2), and in the
remaining cases the group is perfect but not simple. The element (3.20) of the Torelli
group acts non-trivially on the two longest orbits, and trivially on all others. Some of
these data are collected in the following table:
Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(x2|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
63 O(7, 2) 23 040 yes(
(y|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
63 O(7, 2) 23 040 yes(
(xy|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
63 O(7, 2) 23 040 yes(
(x|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
2 016 1 522 029 035 520 754 974 720 yes(
(y|e), (x2|e), (e|e)
)
945 O(7, 2) 1 536 yes(
(xy|e), (x2|e), (e|e)
)
945 O(7, 2) 1 536 yes(
(y|x2), (e|e), (e|e)
)
1 008 O(7, 2) 1 440 yes(
(xy|x2), (e|e), (e|e)
)
1 008 O(7, 2) 1 440 yes(
(y|e), (x|e), (e|e)
)
15 120 49 873 847 435 919 360 3 298 534 883 328 no(
(y|x2), (x|e), (e|e)
)
15 120 49 873 847 435 919 360 3 298 534 883 328 no
The set µ−13 (cx2) is a single Map3-orbit of length 32 256. The quotient acting effectively
on µ−13 (cx2) has order 3 191 926 235 898 839 040; it is a non-simple but perfect group with
trivial center. The stabilizer of any element in this orbit has order 98 956 046 499 840; it
is a non-perfect group with center (Z/2Z)×5 and with a derived subgroup of index 16.
The Torelli group T3 acts non-trivially on µ
−1
3 (cx2). This information is repeated in the
following table:
Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(y|x), (e|e), (e|e)
)
32 256 3 191 926 235 898 839 040 98 956 046 499 840 no
4.4.3. Q8
For pertinent notation see section 4.3; recall that C ′Q8 = {ce, cy2} and that y
2 is central.
Map2-orbits: We have Im(µ2) =C
′
Q8
, and |C4Q8|=1 216, which is distributed over C
′
Q8
as |µ−12 (ce)|=736 and |µ
−1
2 (cy2)|=480. Again it follows from Theorem 3.8 (ii) that the
Torelli group T2 acts trivially on C
4
Q8
.
The set µ−12 (ce) consists of 6 Map2-orbits. The 4-conjugacy classes represented by
elements of the form
(
(xk1 |xl1), (xk2|xl2)
)
split into the three orbits of lengths 1, 15,
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and 120 corresponding to the quotient (Z/4Z)4/p3,2. Moreover, the 4-conjugacy classes
represented by elements
(
(yk1|yl1), (yk2|yl2)
)
with gcd(k1, l1, k2, l2, 4)=1 describe another
orbit of length 120 inside (Z/4Z)4/p3,2, and yet another orbit of the same type obtained
from the latter by replacing y with xy in the representatives. Finally there is an orbit of
length 360, generated from the 4-conjugacy class represented by
(
(x|e), (y|e)
)
. By this
description it follows that the three orbits of length 120 are isomorphic.
Some properties of the Map2-orbits in µ
−1
2 (ce)⊂C
4
Q8
and in µ−12 (cy2)⊂C
4
Q8
, respec-
tively, are summarized in the next two tables:
Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(y2|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes(
(x|e), (e|e)
)
120 368 640 3 072 yes(
(y|e), (e|e)
)
120 368 640 3 072 yes(
(xy|e), (e|e)
)
120 368 640 3 072 yes(
(x|e), (y|e)
)
360 11 520 5 760 yes
Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(x|y), (e|e)
)
480 11 796 480 24 576 yes
Remark 4.3. A result of [ERW] states that if G is a p-group, then the images of the
quantum representations of Map0,n obtained from DG are p-groups as well. Now note
that Q8 is a 2-group. In contrast, the quotients of Map2 acting effectively on the orbits
of lengths 360 and 480, respectively are not 2-groups. In fact, as verified by computer,
they aren’t p-groups for any p. Thus the result of [ERW] does not generalize to higher
genus.
Map3-orbits: Similarly to the case ofD4 we have |C
6
Q8
|=68 608, |µ−13 (ce)|=36 352 and
|µ−13 (cy2)|=32 256.
The set µ−13 (ce) is distributed over 6 Map3-orbits. The 6-conjugacy classes repre-
sented by tuples of the form
(
(xk1 |xl1), (xk2|xl2), (xk3|xl3)
)
make up the three orbits
of the quotient (Z/4Z)6/p3,3; the trivial fixed point, an orbit of length 63 generated
from
(
(x2|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
, and an orbit of length 2 016 generated from
(
(x|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
.
Moreover, the two tuples
(
(y|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
and
(
(xy|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
both generate or-
bits of length 2 016 isomorphic to the first one. Finally the 6-conjugacy class represented
by
(
(x|e), (y|e), (e|e)
)
generates an orbit of length 30 240. The quotients of Map3 acting
effectively on the non-trivial orbits are perfect, and in the case of the length-63 orbit
even simple; for the length-30 240 orbit the group is not a p-group for any p. The Torelli
group T3 acts non-trivially on the orbit of length 30 240. Here is a summary of these
data:
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Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(y2|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
63 O(7, 2) 23 040 yes(
(x|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
2 016 1 522 029 035 520 754 974 720 yes(
(y|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
2 016 1 522 029 035 520 754 974 720 yes(
(xy|e), (e|e), (e|e)
)
2 016 1 522 029 035 520 754 974 720 yes(
(x|e), (y|e), (e|e)
)
30 240 49 873 847 435 919 360 1 649 267 441 664 no
The set µ−13 (cy2) consists of a single Map3-orbit of length 32 256. The quotient of
Map3 acting effectively is perfect with trivial center, but not simple. Its order is
3 191 926 235 898 839 040. The stabilizer of any point has order 98 956 046 499 840, is
not perfect, has center (Z/2Z)×5 and a derived subgroup of index 16. The Torelli group
T3 acts non-trivially on µ
−1
3 (cy2). To summarize:
Representative Length Map3-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(x|y), (e|e), (e|e)
)
32 256 3 191 926 235 898 839 040 98 956 046 499 840 no
4.5. A5
Since A5 is non-abelian and simple, in particular Z(A5) = 〈e〉 and A
′
5=A5. We have
|A5|=60, nA5 =30, and there are five conjugacy classes ce= {e} and ca, cb, cc, cd con-
taining, respectively, the group elements
a := (1 2)(3 4) , b := (1 2 3) , c := (1 2 3 4 5) , d := (1 2 3 5 4) . (4.47)
Every element of A5 is a commutator, so C
′
A5
=CA5 . The chosen representatives of the
conjugacy classes have centralizers as follows:
Z(1 2)(3 4) = 〈(1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4)〉 ∼= Z/2Z×Z/2Z ,
Z(1 2 3) = 〈(1 2 3)〉 ∼= Z/3Z ,
Z(1 2 3 4 5) = 〈(1 2 3 4 5)〉 ∼= Z/5Z ,
Z(1 2 3 5 4) = 〈(1 2 3 5 4)〉 ∼= Z/5Z .
(4.48)
The formulas (B.3) and (B.10) result in |C2A5|=77 and |µ
−1
1 (ce)|=22.
4.5.1. Map1-orbits
The set µ−11 (ce) consists of five Map1-orbits. The pre-images partition C
2
A5
according to
µ−11 (ce) =
{
(e|e), (c|e), (c2|e), (e|c), (e|c2), (c|c), (c|c2),
(c|c3), (c|c4), (c2|c2), (c2|c4), (c2|c3), (c2|c),
(b|e), (e|b), (b|b), (b|b2), (a|e), (e|a), (a|a), (a|ab), (a|ba)
} (4.49)
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Here the first two rows constitute the quotient (Z/5Z)2/p4, as shown in (4.15). The four
diconjugacy classes represented by (b|e), (e|b), (b|b) and (b|b2) make up the non-trivial
orbit of the quotient (Z/3Z)2/p2, illustrated in (4.9), while the classes represented by
(a|e), (e|a) and (a|a) form the non-trivial orbit of (Z/2Z)2, depicted in (4.4). Finally
the classes represented by (a|ab) and (a|ba) form a length-2 orbit for which both S and
T act as the elementary transposition.
The set µ−11 (ca) is given by
µ−11 (ca) =
{
(b2|a), (b2|ba), (b2|bc), (b|a), (b2|ac), (b2|bd), (a|b2), (a|b)
}
(4.50)
and consists of a single orbit, illustrated as follows.
µ−11 (ca):
(b2|a)
(b2|ba)
(b2|bc)
(b|a)
(b2|bd)
(b2|ac)(a|b2)
(a|b)
(4.51)
The set µ−11 (cb) is given by
µ−11 (cb) =
{
(b|ac), (a|a(c
2)), (ac|b), (b|b(c
2)), (b|c), (b2|d), (b|(b2)(c
2)), (b|d),
(b2|c), (a|c2), (a|cd), (c|b), (c|b2), (c|a(b
2)), (c|d), (c4|d),
(d|b2), (d|b), (d|a(b
2)), (d|c), (d|c4)
} (4.52)
It is preserved by the non-trivial outer automorphism ϕ of A5. The diconjugacy classes
(b|ac), (ac|b) and (a|a(c
2)) are fixed points under ϕ, while the rest of the diconjugacy
classes form orbits of length two under the action of ϕ. Proposition 3.4 implies that
µ−11 (cb) splits into two Map1-orbits. One orbit consists of the diconjugacy classes labeled
by (b|ac), (a|a(c
2)) and (ac|b):
(b|ac) (ac|b) (a|a(c
2)) (4.53)
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The remaining 18 diconjugacy classes form another Map1-orbit:
(b|b(c
2))
(b|c)(b2|d)
(b|(b2)(c
2))
(b|d) (b2|c)
(a|c2) (a|cd)
(c|b)
(c|b2)(c|a(b
2))
(c|d)
(c4|d)
(d|b2)
(d|b) (d|a(b
2))
(d|c)
(d|c4)
(4.54)
Next consider µ−11 (cc):
µ−11 (cc) =
{
(a|d), (d|a), (a|ad), (b|bd2), (b|d2), (b|d3), (a|c),
(a|bcb), (c|a), (c|[c, b]), (c|[b, c]), (c|d2), (c|d3),
} (4.55)
The subgroup of A5 generated by a and d is proper; it is isomorphic toD5. It follows from
Proposition 3.2 (ii) that the diconjugacy classes (a|d), (d|a) and (a|ad) form an invariant
subset. In fact, there are exactly two orbits. The diconjugacy classes represented by
(a|d), (d|a), and (a|ad) form a length-3 orbit:
(d|a) (a|d) (a|ad) (4.56)
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The remaining 10 diconjugacy classes constitute the orbit shown in the following figure.
(b|bd2)
(b|d2)
(b|d3)
(a|c)(a|bcb) (c|a)
(c|[c, b])
(c|[b, c])
(c|d2)
(c|d3)
(4.57)
Finally, the set µ−11 (cd), given by
µ−11 (cd) =
{
(a|ad2), (a|d2), (d2|a), (b|bc2), (b|c3), (b|c2), (a|cb),
(a|b2c), (bc3|a), (c3|b), (c2|b), (d|c2), (d|c3)
}
,
(4.58)
is isomorphic to µ−11 (cc) as a Map1-set. This follows from Proposition 3.4, since the non-
trivial outer automorphism ϕ of A5 induces a bijection between µ
−1
1 (cc) and µ
−1
1 (cd).
4.5.2. Map2-orbits
The number of 4-conjugacy classes is |C4A5|=216 341, and these are distributed according
to |µ−12 (ce)|=5110, |µ
−1
2 (ca)|=50 432, |µ
−1
2 (cb)|=72 549, |µ
−1
2 (cc)|= |µ
−1
2 (cd)|=44 125.
The set µ−12 (ce) consists of 12 orbits. The non-trivial symplectic orbits have lengths
15 (emanating from
(
(a|e), (e|e)
)
), 40 (generated from
(
(b|e), (e|e)
)
) and 312 (emanating
from
(
(c|e), (e|e)
)
), respectively; these are (the non-fixed points) of the type (Z/2Z)4,
(Z/3Z)4/p2,2 and (Z/5Z)
4/p4,2. In addition there are orbits of lengths 30, 40, 60, 160,
180, 240, 1 152 and 2 880. The Torelli group T2 acts non-trivially on all orbits of length
larger than 40, except for the orbit of length 312. Some properties of these orbits are
given in the following table.
Representative Length Map2-quotient Stabilizer Sympl.(
(e|e), (e|e)
)
1 {e} – yes(
(a|e), (e|e)
)
15 S6 Z/2Z× S4 yes(
(b|e), (e|e)
)
40 O(5, 3) 648 yes(
(c|e), (e|e)
)
312 O(5, 5) 15 000 yes(
(a|e), (dca|e)
)
30 S6 Z/2Z× A4 yes(
(a|dca), (e|e)
)
40 S6 Z/3Z× S3 yes(
(a|e), (d4a|e)
)
60 15 216 811 431 690 240 − no(
(b|bac), (b, bac)
)
160 3 397 386 240 − no(
(a|e), (d|e)
)
180 338 533 188 894 720 000 000 000 000 000 − no(
(b|e), (bac|e)
)
240 41 304 285 341 123 293 285 177 098 240 − no(
(b|cb2a), (cda|c2a)
)
1 152 − − no(
(b|e), (c4|e)
)
2 880 − − no
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The set µ−12 (ca) consists of two orbits, of length 1 280 and 49 152, respectively, while
µ−12 (cb) consists of three orbits of respective length 135, 44 712 and 27 702. None of these
orbits is symplectic. Some of their properties are summarized in the following table.
Representative Length Map2-quotient Sympl.(
(e|e), (b|ad)
)
1 280 ∼ 1078 no(
(e|b), (cb|c
2
a)
)
49 152 – no(
(e|e), (b|ac)
)
135 102 662 358 058 319 877 641 002 337 100 103 680 no(
(e|e), (b|bc
3
)
)
44 712 – no(
(e|b), (ad|ac)
)
27 702 – no
Note that also in the case of S3 there is a Map2-orbit of length 135, and the quotient
of Map2 acting effectively on that orbit has the same order as the one acting effectively
on the length-135orbit here. It is natural to suspect that these two Map2-orbits are
isomorphic.
Finally, owing to Proposition 3.4 the sets µ−12 (cc) and µ
−1
2 (cd) are isomorphic as Map2-
sets, so we only list properties of the former. There are three orbits, on each of which
the Torelli group acts non-trivially. The following table lists some of their properties.
Representative Length Map2-quotient Sympl.(
(b|d3), (e|e)
)
25 000 – no(
(a|d), (e|e)
)
375 ∼ 1055 no(
(a|d), ((d3)b|e)
)
18 750 – no
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A. The Drinfeld double of a finite group
In this appendix we briefly review the (untwisted) Drinfeld double DG of a finite group
G, together with some aspects of its representation theory that are used in this paper.
The structure of DG as a quasitriangular Hopf algebra as well as further information
about its representation theory can be found in [DiPR, Wi, Ma, Do, DIL].
A.1. The double DG of a finite group G
Given a finite group G, its double DG is a Hopf algebra in Vecf (k). It has a basis
{bg|x}g,x∈G in which the structure morphisms take the following form:
multiplication m : bg|x⊗ bh|y 7→ bg|x bh|y := δgx,h bg|xy ,
unit η : 1 7→
∑
g∈G
bg|e ,
comultiplication ∆ : bg|x 7→
∑
h∈G
bh|x⊗ bh−1g|x ,
counit ε : bg|x 7→ δg,e ,
antipode s : bg|x 7→ b(g−1)x|x−1 .
(A.1)
DG is even a factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra, with R-matrix
R =
∑
g,h∈G
bg|e⊗ bh|g (A.2)
and ribbon element
ν =
∑
g∈G
bg|g−1 , (A.3)
and thus with monodromy matrix
Q =
∑
g,h∈G
bh|g⊗ bg|hg (A.4)
and Drinfeld element
u =
∑
g∈G
bg|g−1 = ν . (A.5)
Because of (A.5), the special group-like element is trivial, u−1ν = η.
Factorizability means that the Drinfeld map fQ : DG
⋆→DG furnished by the mon-
odromy matrix is invertible. Denoting the basis of DG⋆ dual to {bg|x} by {βg|x}g,x∈G,
we have explicitly
fQ : βg|x 7→ bx|gx and f
−1
Q : bg|x 7→ βgx|g . (A.6)
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DG has a two-sided integral Λ∈DG and a two-sided cointegral λ∈DG⋆ given by
Λ : 1 7→
∑
g∈G
be|g and λ =
∑
g∈G
βg|e . (A.7)
We denote the group of group-like elements by G(DG) and the space of central forms
by C(DG), i.e.
C(DG) := {β ∈DG⋆ | β(b b′) =β(b′ b) ∀ b, b′ ∈DG} . (A.8)
Proposition A.1.
(i) The center Z(DG) consists of the elements
∑
g,x∈G a(g, x) bg|x, for all functions
a : G×G→k satisfying
a(g, x) = 0 for [g, x] 6= e and a(gz, xz) = a(g, x) for all g, x, z ∈G . (A.9)
(ii) The space C(DG) of central forms consists of the elements
∑
g,x a(g, x) βg|x for all
functions a : G×G→k satisfying (A.9).
(iii) The group of group-like elements in DG is given by
G(DG) =
{ ∑
g∈G
ξ(g) bg|x | x∈G, ξ ∈H1(G, k
×)
}
, (A.10)
and satisfies G(DG)∼=G×H1(G, k
×).
Proof. We write
b =
∑
g,x∈G
a(g, x) bg|x , β =
∑
g,x∈G
α(g, x) βg|x and Γ =
∑
g,x∈G
γ(g, x) bg|x (A.11)
with arbitrary functions a, α and γ from G×G to k. We then have
b bh|y =
∑
g,x∈G
a(g, x) δgx,h bg|xy =
∑
x∈G
a(xh, x) bxh|xy =
∑
x∈G
a(x(hy), xy−1) bx(hy)|x and
bh|y b =
∑
g,x∈G
a(g, x) δhy,g bh|yx =
∑
x∈G
a(hy, x) bh|yx =
∑
x∈G
a(hy, y−1x) bh|x . (A.12)
For b∈Z(DG) we thus need a(x(hy), xy−1) = 0= a(hy, y−1x), unless x(hy) =h, which is
equivalent to x= zy for some z ∈Zh. This must hold for arbitrary triples h, x, y ∈G, so
it is equivalent to requiring a(hz, z) = 0 unless z ∈Zh, i.e. to a(g, x) = 0 unless [g, x] = e.
The remaining constraint is
a(hy, (xy−1)y) ≡ a(hy, y−1x) = a(h, xy−1) , (A.13)
which is equivalent to a(gz, xz) = a(g, x) for all triples g, x, z ∈G, thus proving (i).
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Similarly, from
β(bg|x bh|y) = δgx,h
∑
p,q∈G
α(p, q) βp|q(bg|xy) = δgx,h α(g, xy) and
β(bh|y bg|x) = δhy ,g
∑
p,q∈G
α(p, q) βp|q(bh|yx) = δhy,g α(h, yx)
(A.14)
it follows that β ∈C(DG) iff δgx,h α(g, xy) equals δhy,g α(h, yx) for all g, h, x, y∈G or,
equivalently
δgx,h α(g, y) = δgy−1x,h α(g
x, yx) for all g, h, x, y∈G . (A.15)
This implies that a(g, y) =0 unless [g, y] = e, and that α(gx, yx) =α(g, y) for all g, x, y∈G.
This is also sufficient, thus proving (ii).
Finally, for a group-like element Γ∈DG the expressions
∆(Γ) =
∑
p,g,x∈G
γ(pg, x) bp|x⊗ bg|x and
Γ⊗Γ =
∑
g,x,h,y∈G
γ(g, x) γ(h, y) bg|x⊗ bh|y
(A.16)
must coincide. This is the case (using also that Γ 6=0) if γ(g, x) is non-zero for precisely
one value of x. Thus if γ(g, x) 6=0 for some g ∈G, then according to (A.16) we have
γ(g, x) γ(h, x) = γ(gh, x) for all g, h∈G. Further, the property ε(Γ)=1 of group-like
elements translates to γ(e, x) = 1. Together it follows that γ( · , x) is a group homomor-
phism from G to k× (for those x∈G for which γ(g, x) is non-zero) or, in other words,
that γ( · , x)∈H1(G, k
×). This proves the first part of (iii). Setting Γa,ξ =
∑
g∈G ξ(g) bg|a
and Γa′,ξ′ =
∑
g∈G ξ
′(g) bg|a′, one furthermore checks easily that
Γa,ξ Γa′,ξ′ = Γaa′,ξξ′ and (Γa,ξ)
−1 = Γa−1,ξ−1 , (A.17)
thus proving the second part of (iii). ✷
Next recall the map µ1 : C
2
G→CG from diconjugacy classes to conjugacy classes that
is defined in (2.29). It follows immediately from Proposition A.1 that a basis for Z(DG)
is given by {vd}d∈µ−11 (ce), and a basis for C(DG) by {γd}d∈µ
−1
1 (ce)
, where
vd :=
∑
(g|x)∈ d
bg|x and γd :=
∑
(g|x)∈ d
βg|x (A.18)
for any diconjugacy class d∈C2G.
Denote by π˜ : G×G→ G the projection to the first factor and define π : C2G→CG by
π : d 7→ π˜(d) . (A.19)
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Proposition A.2. Let d, d′∈µ−11 (ce) and let (g|x)∈ d. Then
vd vd′ =
∑
{y∈G|(g|y)∈d′}
vd(g|xy) . (A.20)
In particular vd · vd′ =0 unless π(d) =π(d
′).
Proof. Note first that since {vd}d∈µ−11 (ce) forms a basis of Z(DG), the product vd · vd
′ is
bound to be a sum of basis elements of the same type. We have
vd vd′ =
∑
(p|q)∈d
(r|s)∈d′
bp|q br|s =
∑
(p|q)∈d
(r|s)∈d′
δp,r bp|qs =
∑
(p|q)∈d
s∈G s.t. (p|s)∈d′
bp|qs . (A.21)
It is quickly verified that the right hand sides of (A.20) and (A.21) coincide. ✷
A.2. The category DG-mod for char(k) ∤ |G|
For any group element g ∈G we denote by DG(g) the subspace of DG that is spanned
by {bg|x | x∈Zg}; this is a subalgebra of DG isomorphic to k[Zg]. By induction, any
DG(g)-module V defines a DG-module V̂ ,
V̂ := DG⊗
DG(g) V. (A.22)
It follows that V̂ has a vector space decomposition V̂ =
⊕
h∈cg
Vh in terms of elements
of the conjugacy class cg of g, and dimk(V̂ ) = |cg| dimk(V ).
Now assume that char(k) does not divide |G|. The simple DG-modules are then
precisely the modules induced from simple DG(g)-modules. More precisely, choose a
representative gc ∈ c for each conjugacy class c∈CG. Isomorphism classes of simple
DG-modules are then in bijection with pairs (c, α), where c∈CG and α is a simple
Zgc-character. If V is a Zgc-representation with character α, the induced module V̂ is a
simple DG-module corresponding to the pair (c, α). We denote the set {(c, α)} of labels
of indecomposable DG-modules by I and choose for each such label a representative
module V(c,α). We denote the trivial one-dimensional DG-module V(e,id) by V0.
Taking a simple module to its dual amounts to an involution on the set I of labels:
V ∨(c,α)
∼= V(c,α). To describe this involution concretely we impose a condition on the choice
of representatives {gc} of conjugacy classes: For g ∈ c denote the conjugacy class con-
taining g−1 by c; this defines an involution on the set CG of conjugacy classes. For c 6= c
we choose the representatives in such a way that gc= g
−1
c . If instead a conjugacy class
c contains both gc and g
−1
c , we choose a group element ıc ∈G such that g
−1
c =
ıcgc. If
c 6= c, then we just set ıc := e. Note that because of Zg=Zg−1, conjugation by ıc is an
automorphism of Zgc. Now if α is a Zgc-character, we define α
ıc to be the character
obtained from α by the automorphism given by ıc, i.e. α
ıc(x) =α(ı−1c x ıc). With these
conventions we finally have
(c, α) = (c, αıc) , (A.23)
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with α the character dual to α, i.e. α(x) =α(x−1).
The character of a simple module corresponding to (c, α) acts as
χ(c,α)(bg|x) =
{
α(xz) if g= zgc and x∈Zgc ,
0 otherwise .
(A.24)
Equivalently,
χ(c,α) =
1
|Zgc|
∑
z∈G
∑
x∈Zgc
α(x) βzgc|zx . (A.25)
It follows from (A.25) that the simple character χ(c,α) lies in the linear span of
{γd | d∈µ
−1
1 (ce)∩π
−1(c)} ⊂ DG⋆, (A.26)
with π the map from C2G to CG defined in (A.19).
Let us list some further facts about the category DG-mod. Since DG is a finite-
dimensional ribbon Hopf algebra, for any field k, DG-mod is a finite k-linear ribbon
category. If moreover char(k) = 0, then the Grothendieck ring K0(DG-mod) is isomor-
phic to
⊕
c∈CG
Z
(
k[Zgc ]
)
[Wi].
Assume now char(k) ∤ |G|. Then DG-mod is semisimple and even modular. The
rank of DG-mod is
∑
c∈CG
|CZgc | which, as is shown in Proposition B.6, coincides with
|µ−11 (ce)| and thus with the dimension of C(DG) and Z(DG). The dimension DDG-mod
of DG-mod is |G|. Moreover, since the modular tensor category DG-mod is a Drinfeld
center, namely the center of the category of G-graded vector spaces (in other words, its
class in the Witt group of modular tensor categories is trivial), the gluing anomaly of the
Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT constructed from DG-mod vanishes, and hence all mapping
class group representations are genuine linear representations.
All quantum dimensions in DG-mod are integers:
d(c,α) = |c|α(e) = dimk(V(c,α)) . (A.27)
The twist phases are given by
θ(c,α) =
α(gc)
α(e)
. (A.28)
Since gc is central in Zgc , θ(c,α) is a root of unity. The invertible objects of DG-mod
are the simple DG-modules with quantum dimension one. According to (A.27) they
correspond to labels (ca, ζ) with a∈Z(G) and ζ a linear character of G. The character
of an invertible object takes the simplified form
χ(ca,ζ) =
∑
x∈G
ζ(x) βa|x =
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(ca)
ζ(xd) γd , (A.29)
with xd such that (gc|xd) for some gc is a representative of the diconjugacy class d.
Remark A.3. The isomorphism classes of invertible objects form a subgroup of the
Grothendieck ring K0(DG-mod), called the the Picard group Pic(DG-mod). This group
is given by
Pic(DG-mod) ∼= Z(G)×H1(G, k
×) ∼= Z
(
G(DG)
)
. (A.30)
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A.3. The coend DG⋆⊲
To any finite tensor category there is associated a standard coend, namely (2.1), i.e. the
coend L of the functor (U, V ) 7→U∨⊗V . In the context of representations of mapping
class groups, this coend has been studied in [Ly1]; we refer to it as the Lyubashenko
coend. In this appendix we describe the Lyubashenko coend for the category DG-mod.
As an object of DG-mod, the Lyubashenko coend is the left coadjoint module DG⋆⊲
[Ly1, Vi]; in terms of the standard bases of DG and DG⋆, the action of DG on DG⋆⊲ is
bg|x . βh|y = δgx,[h,y] βxh|xy . (A.31)
Note that the action (A.31) preserves the subspaces of DG⋆⊲ that are spanned by those
βg|x for which (g|x)∈ d for a fixed diconjugacy class d.
The Lyubashenko coend L of a braided finite tensor category has a natural Hopf
algebra structure [Ly1]. If C is the representation category of a factorizable Hopf algebra,
this structure is given by the formulas (2.2). Specializing to H =DG these give
m⊲ : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7→ δ[x,g]x,y β(gx)hyx−1|x ,
η⊲ : 1 7→
∑
x∈G βe|x ,
∆⊲ : βg|x 7→ βg|y⊗ βgy|y−1x ,
ε⊲ : βg|x 7→ δx,e ,
s⊲ : βg|x 7→ βg−1[x,g]|(x−1)g .
(A.32)
The Hopf algebra DG⋆⊲ in DG-mod comes equipped with a two-sided integral Λ⊲ and a
two-sided cointegral λ⊲ given by
Λ⊲ : 1 7→
∑
g∈G
βg|e and by λ⊲ : βg|x 7→ δg,e , (A.33)
respectively. Note that λ⊲ ◦ Λ⊲= |G|=λ ◦ Λ. DG
⋆ also comes with a Hopf pairing
ω⊲ : βg|x⊗ βh|y 7−→ δg−1[x,g],h δ(x−1)g,y , (A.34)
obtained by specializing (2.3). This Hopf pairing has the following properties:
Proposition A.4.
(i) For d, d′∈C2G we have
ω⊲(γd⊗ γd′) = δd′,d |d| , (A.35)
where d denotes the diconjugacy class satisfying (g−1|x−1)∈ d if (g|x)∈ d.
(ii) For each d∈C2G such that π(d) = c, let (c, α) label a simple DG-module, and choose
a representative (gc|xd)∈ d, If char(k) ∤ |G|. then the character of (c, α) can be expanded
as
χ(c,α) =
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c)
α(xd) γd . (A.36)
(iii) Applied to the characters of simple DG-modules labeled by (c, α) and (c′, α′), the
Hopf pairing gives
ω⊲(χ(c,α)⊗χ(c′,α′)) = δc′,c δα′,α |G| . (A.37)
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Note that ω⊲ does not necessarily pair dual DG-characters.
Proof. (i) By the elementary equalities g−1[x, g] = (g−1)xg and (x−1)g = (x−1)xg we have
ω⊲(γd⊗ γd′) =
∑
(g|x)∈d
(h|y)∈d′
δ(g−1)xg,h δ(x−1)xg ,y , (A.38)
which directly implies (A.35).
(ii) If |G| is non-zero in k, then the cardinality of any diconjugacy class d is non-zero as
well, since |d|=[G :Z(gc|xd)] = [G :Zgc] [Zgc :Z(gc|xd)]. Also note that |d|= |d|. Characters
are elements of C(DG) and can thus be expanded in the basis {γd}d∈µ−11 (ce) of C(DG),
i.e. χ(c,α)=
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)
a(d) γd with suitable coefficients a(d). According to (A.35) the
latter are given by
a(d) =
1
|d|
ω⊲(χ(c,α)⊗ γd) . (A.39)
Applying the character formula (A.24) thus yields
a(d) =
1
|d| |Zgc|
∑
z∈G
x∈Zgc
∑
(h|y)∈d
α(x)ω⊲(βzgc|zx⊗ βh−1|y−1)
=
1
|d| |Zgc|
∑
z∈G
x∈Zgc
∑
(h|y)∈d
α(x) δ(g−1c )xgcz−1,h−1 δ(x−1)xgcz−1,y−1
=
|G|
|d| |Zgc|
∑
x∈Zgc
α(x) δd,d(gc,x) .
(A.40)
Now if (gc, x)∈ d, then (gc|y)∈d for every y that is Zgc-conjugate to x, so that the sum
on the right hand side, if non-zero, takes the value α(xd) [Zgc :Z(gc|xd)]. Moreover, the
sum is non-zero iff π(d) = c. Thus we conclude that if d ∈ µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c), then
a(d) =
[G :Zgc] [Zgc :Z(gc|xd)]
|d|
α(xd) = α(xd) , (A.41)
while otherwise a(d) = 0. This proves (ii).
(iii) Combining (A.35) and (A.36) gives
ω⊲(χ(c,α)⊗χ(c′,α′)) =
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c)
d′∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c′)
α(xd)α
′(xd′) |d| δd′,d
= δc′,c
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c)
α(xd)α
′(xd) |d| .
(A.42)
We can choose xd=x
−1
d . Now note that the number of elements (g|x) in d with the first
entry fixed is [Zg :Z(g|x)]. Using also that |d|=[G :Zgc ] [Zgc :Z(gc|xd)], the right hand side
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of (A.42) can be rewritten as
ω⊲(χ(c,α)⊗χ(c′,α′)) = δc′,c
|G|
|Zgc|
∑
d∈µ−11 (ce)∩π
−1(c)
|Zgc|
|Z(gc|xd)|
α(xd)α
′(x−1d )
= δc′,c
|G|
|Zgc|
∑
x∈Zgc
α(x)α′(x−1) = δc′,c δα,α′ |G| ,
(A.43)
thus establishing (A.37). ✷
In the semisimple case, i.e. for char(k) ∤ |G|, the Lyubashenko coend is given by⊕
iX
∨
i ⊗Xi, where the (finite) summation ranges over representatives of isomorphism
classes of simple objects. Concretely this means that DG⋆∼=
⊕
(c,α) V(c,α)⊗V(c,α) as a
left DG-module.
B. Properties of 2N-conjugacy classes
For c∈CG we denote by c the conjugacy class containing g
−1 for g ∈ c. For c1, c2 ∈CG, the
subset c1 · c2 := {g1g2 | g1∈ c1, g2 ∈ c2} is a disjoint union of conjugacy classes, in which
a conjugacy class c⊆ c1 · c2 appears with a multiplicity K
c
c1,c2 given by the number of
solutions to g1g2= gc with g1 ∈ c1 and g2 ∈ c2, modulo conjugation.
Recall from (2.31) that C ′G⊆CG is the set of conjugacy classes of commutators, so
that ComG=
⋃
c∈C′G
c. We have
Lemma B.1. (i) A conjugacy class c lies in C ′G iff there exists a c1 ∈CG such that
c⊆ c1 · c1, i.e. such that K
c
c1,c1
6=0.
(ii) We have C ′G=Im(µ1)⊆ Im(µ2)⊆ Im(µ3)⊆ · · · .
(iii) If G is perfect, then there exists an N ∈N such that Im(µn) =CG for n>N .
Proof. One has c∈C ′G iff gc is a commutator, i.e. iff there exist g, x∈G such that
gc= [g, x]. Since [g, x] = g
−1(gx), this proves (i). The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are im-
mediate. ✷
Enumeration of 2N -conjugacy classes is in general a difficult task. But the following
general formulas for the sizes and number of 2N -conjugacy classes are easily obtained.
Lemma B.2. (i) If (g|x)∈ d, then the size of d∈C2NG is
|d| =
|G|
|Z(g|x)|
. (B.1)
(ii) For any N ∈N we have
|C2NG | =
1
|G|
∑
(g|x)∈G×2N
|Z(g|x)| . (B.2)
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(iii) Moreover,
|C2G| =
∑
c∈CG
1
|Zgc|
∑
x∈G
|Z(gc|x)| . (B.3)
Proof. (i) is an instance of the orbit-stabilizer theorem, (ii) is the corresponding instance
of Burnside’s lemma, and (iii) also follows immediately from Burnside’s lemma. ✷
A diconjugacy class d is a subset of the Cartesian product of two conjugacy classes,
d ⊆ c1× c2, and there is a subset Dc1,c2 ⊂C
2
G such that c1× c2=
⋃
d∈Dc1,c2
d.
Proposition B.3. For any c, c′∈CG the number of diconjugacy classes in c× c
′ is
|Dc,c′| =
1
|Zgc| |Zgc′ |
∑
x∈G
∣∣Zgc ∩ xZgc′ ∣∣ = |Zgc\G/Zgc′ | . (B.4)
Proof. For any pair of subgroups H,K ≤G the cardinality |H\G/K| of the set of double
cosets is given by Burnside’s lemma:
|H\G/K| =
1
|H| |K|
∑
(h,k)∈H×K
|G(h,k)| , (B.5)
where G(h,k) is the set of fixed points of (h, k), i.e. of elements x∈G satisfying hxk=x,
i.e. xk=h−1. For the the latter equality one needs h∈H ∩ xK. In other words, we have∑
(h,k)∈H×K
|G(h,k)| =
∑
x∈G
|H ∩ xK| . (B.6)
This establishes the second equality in (B.4).
Now note that every d⊆ c× c′ has a representative of the form (gc|
xgc′) for some x∈G,
and that the cardinality |Dc,c′| coincides with the number of Zgc-orbits on the set of such
representatives. We again use Burnside’s lemma to determine the number of orbits.
Observe that for z ∈Zgc we have (gc|
zxgc′) = (gc|
xgc′) iff z ∈Zgc ∩
xZgc′ . The number of
orbits then becomes
1
|Zgc| |Zgc′ |
∑
x∈G
|Zgc ∩
xZg′c| , (B.7)
where the prefactor 1/|Zgc′ | rectifies overcounting. This completes the proof. ✷
We are particularly interested in the number |µ−11 (c)| of diconjugacy classes which
are mapped by µ1 to a fixed conjugacy class c∈C
′
G. Assume that c
′⊆ c · c; then there
exists an x∈G such that g−1c (g
x
c )∈ c
′. More generally, if K c
′
c,c ≥ 1, then we can, and will,
choose elements xi, i=1, 2, ... ,K
c′
c,c , representing the K
c′
c,c inequivalent solutions, i.e. we
have g−1c (g
xi
c )∈ c
′ for every i, and there does not exist any z ∈Zgc such that g
xiz
c = g
xj
c for
i 6= j. The representatives xi are of course not unique – for every pair z1, z2 ∈Zgc , z1xiz2
represents the same solution. Moreover, two elements x, x′ ∈G satisfying g−1c (g
x
c )∈ c
′ and
g−1c (g
x′
c )∈ c
′ represent the same solution iff there exist z1, z2 ∈Zgc such that x
′= z1xz2.
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Lemma B.4. Let c∈CG and c
′ ∈C ′G be such that c
′⊆ c · c. The number of diconjugacy
classes in c×G that are mapped to c′ by µ1 is
K c
′
c,c∑
i=1
ζc,c′,i with ζc,c′,i :=
1
|Z(gc|xi)|
∑
y∈Z(gc|xi)
|Zgc ∩Zy| . (B.8)
Proof. The result follows from Burnside’s lemma. Fix a value i∈{1, 2, ... ,K c
′
c,c }. The
pairs (gc|z1xiz2) with z1, z2 ∈Zgc all represent the same solution for x of the equation
g−1c (g
x)∈ c′. To determine how many diconjugacy classes these pairs represent, note
first that ((gc)
z−11 |(z1xiz2)
z−11 ) = (gc|xiz2z
−1
1 ), so it is enough to consider pairs of the type
(gc|xiz) for z ∈Zgc . Conjugating this pair by y ∈Z(gc|xi) gives (gc|xi z
y), so the number of
diconjugacy classes representing the solution g−1c (g
xi) is given by the number of Z(gc|xi)-
orbits in Zgc , where the subgroup acts by conjugation. By Burnside’s lemma the number
of orbits is precisely ζc,c′,i as defined in (B.8). ✷
Corollary B.5. The number of diconjugacy classes of G that are mapped by µ1 to c
′ ∈C ′G
is
|µ−11 (c
′)| =
∑
c∈CG
K c
′
c,c∑
i=1
1
|Z(gc|xi)|
∑
y∈Z(gc|xi)
|Zgc ∩Zy| . (B.9)
Specializing to µ−11 (ce)⊆C
2
G we get
Proposition B.6. The number of diconjugacy classes of G mapped by µ1 to ce= {e} is
|µ−11 (ce)| =
∑
c∈CG
|CZgc | . (B.10)
Proof. (B.10) follows from (B.9) by a simple calculation. An independent argument is
the following. There are representatives of every diconjugacy class in the set of elements
of type (gc|x) with c∈CG and x∈G. The pairs (gc|x
′) and (gc|x) belong to the same
orbit iff x′=xz for some z ∈Zgc. Restricting to commuting pairs, i.e. x∈Zgc then finishes
the proof. ✷
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